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Scenes from Thursday's 
community centre .blaze• No 
injuries luckily were reported 
bat damage to "rerrace's only 
• • • . .  • . .-. :, 
,•  ' [  • • . 
indoor recreational facility was 
set beyond repai r at $170,000 
Only two Thursday's ago- 
Terrace fire fightel-s battled ~/ 
. • -  : . . ,  , 
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Since the first days of 1971 post 
office expansion has taken-in 
about 200 new calls, the 
sl~kesmen said. Over 1000 ne~ 
calls have been added within 
the past 3 years. 
Other than a few remaining 
postal boxes, the door to door 
delivery service in Terrace 
proper has:reached. ~ the 100 per 
cent mark. 
The Terrace mail service is 
one of the very few mobile 
assisted operations in the 
country. Each mailman has a 
vehcile to his or her nameand 
parcels, which normally are 
delivered separately, also come 
under the jurisdiction .of 
Terrace letter carriers. 
As result" of the revision and 
expansion moves ome Terrace 
residents will be receiving mail 
at points ~ earlier or later than 
present imes• 
"We cannot avoid changing 
delivery "times if we are to give 
the best service possiblei' a 
postal supervisor Said. 
Growth "of the community 
became evident when some 
letter carriers were registering 
minute of overtime• Eaci~ 
carrier is restricted to lw0rk 
under a maximum.. . t ime 
element of 480 minutes per day. 
As new houses filled'the gap 
between a l ready-ex is t ing  
houses the workload of some 
carriers increased. In order to '~ 
avoid the overtime, pest Office 
officials were• forced to •expand 
the staff. . .  
"This requires a lot of'study -
and  mathemat ica l  
.-formulation," a sui~e.rvisor 
said. 
The mail just does not come in 
one door and out. anotller, he 
said. Mail service means 
something more than 
alphhetical order, 
- Present staff at the Terrace 
office •includes 4 supervisors, 9 
clerks, 8 full time letter 
carriers, and 1 part time. 
"It  is impossible to count the 
number of hands involved in the 
process of getting mail to your 
door," they Said. It is ;ha~;d to 
~y  where it begins or where it 
ends. Ir is, l ike a cycle, 
A 19 year old Washington 
State girl was fined $35 in 
Terrace Provincial Court last 
week. 
l~onna Seiber of unknown 
address received the fine after 
being apprehended for 
shoplifting $5 worth of 
merchandise from a local food 
market. 
Police say the theft occurred 




New growth ot the 'Terrace 
community has caused 'major 
revision and some expansion of 
present mail delivery routes. 
Terrace Post Office 
spokesmen say that the number 
of full t ime letter carriers will 
be moving up from eight to ten 
and that two new jeeps will be 
added to the present.flcet. 
Delivery routes are presently 
being expanded to reach 
approximateiy 140 new houses 
in the Kir ialdy Subdivision 
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Weather  o r  not?  
Cloud ceilings varied between five and six thousand feet over 
the .weekend and presentedno restrictions for air show 
participants and enthusiasts. : . • . 
The weather man today"is pei'dictin~.a continuation ofcloudy 
~idd ~hb~ery sRies h~iWever 'tlie iiriidii~t ~f i'airifdll shdtdd 
~dscrease over.,the nekt~few, days:;L~ .:L ~ ]~2" :' ~ "r" ~ . . . . . . .  
"We mayeven be abie totell wh~er•6~not we'~ave a sun upi" 
ere, the weathermansaid, • . • .... ' • 
'Temperatures for the c0ming days Should stay between the 58- 
65 mark'duringthedays and 48-53 overnights. 
Taking a look at  last week's weather conditions we find that 
highs and lows were recbrd Thursday at 61 and 56, Friday 59 and 
53, andSaturday 60 and 52.The highest measurement of rainfall 
was~reeorded on.Thurgday at ..76 inches. 
Guilty Slams 
• . . . / . ' . .  
In  T e r r a c e  P r0v inc ia l  ' C 0 ~ t  . . . - - A  ~ 'q ,  1 -P  : 
last week  Edward  Merniekle, " ;~ J~U~]~ 
40, of no  fixed address received 
• .Major f ire disasters usually co'me in ~ree's  but todate the 
Terrace community has only registered two, 
.. The only indoor recreational centre of Terrace burned to the 
ground Thursday and left local residents out in the pouring rain. 
No injuries were reported by 
Terrace F i re  Department 
officials and no canse of the 
second major fire to hit our area 
has yet been determined. 
Inspectors are still kicking 
through the remains of the 
Two share 
damages 
One of the few accidents being 
covered by Terrace RCMP last 
week involved two local drivers •- 
and occurred on Benner Street 
in Terrace. - _  ' 
Police say damage totalled 
$200 When drivers Michel 
Johnston and. Irene MeSorley 
met id the minor mishap. 
The Johnston vehicle was 
pulling out to pass when the- 
McSorley vehicle madea left 
band turn and blocked the pass. 
Johnston's 1970 Volkswagon 
received separate damage 
figures of'$125 while MeSorley's 
1969 Mazda received $75 worth. 
of damages. 
As a result of the accident 
McSorley received a traffic 
violation for failing to signal a 
turn. 
Terrace RCMP added that the 
accident scene remained 
relatively quiet .throughout the 
week and motorists should be 
congradulated: 
building which for years housed. 
spor[s' .tournaments: annual 
club conventions, 'rock and roll 
and western  sty le  dances, 
.theah'e plays, art exMbitions 
and numberous activities too 
many for accurate 'counts. 
As the Terrace Community 
Centre disintegrated in flames 
the main portion of many 
TerraCe children's Playground 
Program also went up in smoke. 
On the day of the unexpected 
fire, Playground organizers had 
planned to stage a sock-hop 
dance. Over~ fifty youngsters 
from playgi'ound esignated ~ -
areas 'a't Pa.rkside, Uplands and 
Kiti-K-Sh~,n Schools were 
looking forward to meet at'the 
dance that day. 
Around midnight Wednesday 
a janitor employeed by CFTK 
radio-television in Terrace 
noticed flames. As he hurried to 
alert radio nightime workers at 
the station, the flames began to 
spread, 
The full Terrace fire brigade- 
entailing over 30 fire fighters 
were immediately summoned. 
Despite their swift 'combat 
action the flames continued to 
Spread ontil the community 
centre became totally, engulfed 
by the blaze. 
Damage to the building and 
its contents is pr 'esenfly being 
determined but : centre 
spokesmen "say ' the $I~5,000 
insurance policy on t l~ building 
will cover the damage co~ts. 
At an emergency meeting 
Terrace District Ceuncll the 
following day it was agreed that 
the monies collected from the 
insurance claim be  used to 
construct a brand new eo- 
mmunity centre. The location 
would be changed to Upper 
Litt le Park site and run 
alongside the site of Terrace's 
proposed arena. 
A committee to look into the 
matter  was .formed and - 
members named to e~mpose 
the committee were Alderman 
E. Cooper, Alderman L. 
Johnston and Alderman G. 
Rowland. 
Playground programs will 
continue through to the end of 
this week. Children involved in 
the program will then be 
heading back to school 
The community centre fire is 
a repeated story in Terrace 
history. The original centre 
located at Riverside Park burnt 
to the ground in  1950. Today's 
tennis court at the park is the 
cenire's former foundation. 
Stoney  is 
coming back  
Larkin who recently won Semi- 
Terrace is elo~er than final competition in the 
a jai l  term. "- . •  Jas~vant: S, Gill of!Terrace. 
. Mernickle was found guilty in • •suffered minor cuts and burises'. PRECIOUS TIDBITS: 
two counts. In court he was ~ last Week.when the vehicle in" geeseinva'deour . 
sentenced : 6.  months".' : which he~;a's driving Slammed neighb0urhood........p.4. 
imprisonment for one count and into a rock embankment. 
3 .months concurrent for the RCMP estimate damage to 
other. ~ ~" .the vehicle at $800 and report 
l~d~d~' l f~  d't ' l f l l  Vancouver for any musicians province's Search for Talent ' 
.M .  J L1k J  I , .~ '  N . , f f . I J .  • . • ~ interested in publishing or series have recorded with 
' . " .  "in .' " .~ recording their work. : ' Stoney. " ., , .;. 
i i i i=T~_~l i f l l l l lGr  S toney  Prbduct ions ,  Mr. Crowder. says there is 
•.  •~...~.,,q.~ ,'L'L- ~ ~axm'~ : established in ' -Terrace this  : high potential in tlais areal hnd t 
~ ~^ o , , :  ~,~" ,',,:,~',- : , , , ,~  ....... y~,  is  Yeturning 'from- Prin~ei~" that"lbe~l::~ee~di/ig:T~tiE~s ~':~: -. 
~rnV~.~ n.m~ w.ain.. '.u.v~:! Rupert In September andwill be are needed. ' " . • : ' 
several miles o! 3aunnng leaa e . . • . . . .  s rving this area for •two . The .eompany runs  -into 
two young traveuors to 
_ _ months, i • difficulty when it i c0m~ to. 
Terrace p'/ . . . . . . . .  Word came. from "company supplying local artists with /I 
cAMPING:  THE P IONEER-  originator Pete Crowder who back-up musicians .and other 
WAY.! thedirtycampersinvade over .the past six=months has studio affects used in pul~ting 
recorded artists at studios set finishing touches'on-records. 
our country..,...,p.8, up in the P~nce Rupert HOtel, • : A. 'more :complete 'Stffdio is 
• - • i He Says the Terrace studios ; planned for Vancouver but 
HOROSCOPE: • by :Constance wil l  beinstalled at CFTK Radio business offices Will remain in 
S harp....,••.p•7• .Station:ahd provide • facilities Terrace and ~a fui'ilter/studi0 
. . . .  - . co~i~ax'able to any - in • likely set-up!in'Prince George, 
OUR oPINION: editor ial  Vancouver. " . " - hesaid. ~-  ' ,~  .~. 
comment ,  on last week's Ta l l~Tbtem ~publications,. S toney  Productions. i s  
community centre fire ...... ,p.4. affiliate~l!:with BMI publishing affiliated with Land Records of 
• . . . .  house in Vancouver, is already Vancouver and • due to 
the serving, Copyrights to Terrace enthusiastic local response is  
song-writers. " expected to be a successful 
The Terrace duo Lennan and business. 
RCMP had charged  
Mernickie with theft over $50 
after he' had stolen a vehicle 
from Prince Rupert and'a lso 
some goods from within the 
Vehicle. " " 
The offense occuri 'ed, on 
August the 8• Mernickle will" 
serve his jail term in.  prince 
George. " : • • 
that the accident occured when 
Gill wasnegotiating a turn on a 
stretcli of Highway 16, about 40 
miles west of Terrace. 
While in the turn Gill 
apparently lest control and sent 
his car into the rock. RCMP say 
driving without due care and 
attention charges  are still 
pending. " " . " 
Terrace Post Office 
still growing fast 
similar blaze when the Terrace 
Hotel burned to the ground.- 
Clean up on bet5 fires 
continues. 
• ~L ~. 
r zes communi ty  cent re  
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Team of specialists have perfected artificial knee-#oinf [, annoUnced '# " 
LYON, France (CP) - -  A However, the artificial knee. presumed dead from the PEACE is the next most •A nat ive South African 
team of specialists here has joint is of no help to patients typhoon which carved'a trail of popular, priest has arrived in Canada 
perfected an internal artificial whose legs are paralyzed, destruction across this BriUsh Oakland Athletics star pit- to work with the Oblate 
knee-joint, after 25 years of "It is no good," said Dr: colony, cher Vida Blue has BLUE, Fathers in British Columbia. 
practicalwurk and two years of Bousquet, "to put new body. Shops, offices, banks and 
By RANDY MITCHELiJ; " 
• :,;: P r ince  Rupert  ~. -  
The cell was hot, humid and 
foul. and I could bear the 
scraping of rat's feet echoing 
down the gloomy corridor 
outside the barred door. 
: . ~, i :: MONDAYI AUGUST 23,,I~ 
: Im : / ' K I : I ~  IH,e: ~ a r i g s  " "  " "  ~ * " ; " " "  " : ' "r . . ~ ~ . . . . . .  
" r W~ cold:::Fl~ltstei~i/"tl 'ead~ ~Od'd , :~  lll l it Jesus : ' :  .:"~1~ 
.fatefttlly down the: corridor/ . 'help ~t  feel .a: IlK]e: ~,.tra~, 
: stripping with ashuffle at my ' about:It-:liil'?, ." ' 
cell dor, The bolt was drawn, . This turn.of events sturme 
for a few moments portesting rustily; while I me. a's 
• sensed sobs heaving upwards strodeabsently up'the" flopii~ 
to my aching, choking throat. .road to the ' hill. Strang, 
intensive research. 
Providing hope for bed-ridden 
patients, the device will enable 
many of them to walk again. 
The team that developed it is 
from the orthopedic surgery 
and traumatology clinic of the 
Edouard-Herriot Hospital. This 
clinic is one of four in the world 
specializing in knee surgery. 
The four members of the 
team are two professors, a 
doctor and an engineer. 
The team prefers not to place 
the device in young patients 
because they are not sure how 
long the cement used to keep the 
device in place will last. 
Dr. Gilles Bousquet, head of 
the clinic and a member of the 
team, said they are sure the 
cement will hold for at least 10 
years if not longer. If the device 
is placed in the knee of a 60- 
year-old patient, it will permit 
him to walk for at least 10 years• 
If the aid was placed in a 20- 
year-old patient, the operation 
would have to be repeated 10 or 
15 years later, but a third 
operation would be impossible. 
"For two years we devoted 
four afternoons a week to 
research," said Dr. Bousquet. 
"After four years of studying 
patients suffering from 
rheumatism and other diseases 
of the knee-joint, we had a 
complete knowledge of the 
physiology of the knee. 
"The amazing thing about our 
invention is that the 
physiological and mechanical 
conception is new, permitting 
more complicated movement of 
the knee than was possible 
be for e." 
The prosthesis, made from 
chrome, cobalt and molyb- 
denum, takes about 50 hours to 
make and sells for less than 
$600. Its inventors hold patents 
for all major countries, in- 
cluding the United States, 
Canada and Britain. 
The first device was placed in 
the knee of a 60-year-old patient 
who had not walked for two 
years. A month and a half later 
she was walking normally and 
without a cane. 
In the first six months of its 
experience, the device was 
placed in 22 patients. All 
operations were considered 
successlub~ 
work and the best transmission 
into a car that has no motor. 
That will not make it work." 
The device is also of no use to 
amputees, as it is in no way an 
artificial imb. 
The same team of specialists 
has also perfected a similar 
device for the elbow which 
permits normal movement of 
the arm and forearm. 
GUELPH, Ont. (CP) -- Two 
former meter maids who say 
they were fired July 13 because 
they are too pretty lost a bid to 
regain their jobs Monday when 
council voted 8-to-3 against 
reviewing the dismissals. 
"We'll take the matter to the 
provincial government if we 
have to," said 1S-year-old 
Penny Collier, who was fired 
along with Marie Mammoliti, 
19. 
Aid. Kennedy Hamill said the 
decision to let the girls go, made 
by city engineer William 
Taylor, should be upheld and 
because the girls were 
probationary employees no 
reason need be given for their 
dismissal. 
"It is highly unfair," said 
Mrs. Collier. "We think they are 
hiding something and we want 
to find out what it is." 
The women were supported in
their appeal to the city by a 
petition signed by 650 residents 
and merchants. 
HONG KONG (Router) -- Ty- 
phoon-battered Hong Kong 
struggled back to normal 
Wednesday after one of its 
worst disasters left 125 persons 
feared dead, 300 injured and 
2,000 .homeless. 
Hopes that any more of the 70 
to 80 crew of the eapsized ferry- 
beat Fat Shan, might still be 
alive were abandoned Tuesday 
night. Only four men survived 
the disaster in the 100-mile-an- 
hour winds of Typhoon Rose. 
Frogmen clambered on to the 
side of the 2,637-ton Hong Kong- 
Macao ferry which still pro- 
truded above 30 feet of water 
near Hong Kong's Lantao 
Island and said they found no 
sign of life. 
Government agencies listed 
25 persons dead and about I00 
others--including the ferry 
,victims -- missing and 
"Even your interest 
earns interest with 
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schools reopened today but 
some parts of Kowloon and the 
New Territories were still with- 
out power or water. Traffic 
crawled through streets still 
partly blocked by uprooted 
trees, fallen neon signs, col- 
lapsed scaffolding and other de- 
bris. 
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) 
The California legislature 
came up with a ZOWIE, 
SNAZY, SMASH, GOOD, 
GOODIE, GOODY idea last 
year that raised an extra 
$885,500 in the last nine months. 
The idea was the personalized 
vehicle licence plates, and those 
are samples of the 34,420 special 
plates Californians have pur- 
chased at an extra $25 each, 
Plates sold so far range from 
AAAAAA to ZZZZZZ, from 
PRIEST to SINNER, from 
SCOTCH to SODA and from 
CHIC to CRUMMY. BEER, 
WHISKEY, GIN and VODKA 
are  on the road. Also GRASS 
and SPEED, but not POT. 
Car owners may ask for any 
combination of six letters and 
numbers. But such words as 
POLICE, GOD and FBI, and 
swear words are not for sale. 
The most popular licence 
plate word is LOV, which has 
been sold in 61 variations. 
"The  great  th ing  about  a Roya l  Bank  Bonus  
Sav ings  Account  is that  i t  he lps you  make 
more  money  .... faster.  I t  pays  h igh interest ,  
and the in teres t  is then  added to your  savings.  
So every  t ime your  in terest  is ca lcu lated,  i t ' s  
on your  accumulated  sav ings  p lus  the  ac- 
cumulated  in terest  you 've  a l ready  earned.  
So i~ rea l ly  begins. to pi le up.  
Another  th ing  ..... a Bonus  Sav ings  Account  
is meant ' s t r i c t ly  for sav ing .... soy0u can ' t  
wr i te cheques.  You can get  your  money  out• 
whenever  you  need to, but  because you ~an' t  
wr i te  cheques,  there 's  not  the  same tempta-  
t ion to n ibb le  away at  your  savings.  
So i f  you 've  got  someth ing  special  to save 
fo r . . ,  a new home,  a car,  a t r ip . .  •. or you 'd  
l ike to put  away a 'nest  egg',  a ROyal  Bank  
Bonus Savings Account.makes a lot of sense. 
Because it makes  saving a lot easier~ And a 
lot foster. Comeon in and talk it0ver." 
'L 
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Someone spent $25 to put  
ZILCH on his licence plate. 
There's TIGER, BRUIN, 
RABBIT, CAT, PUPPY and 
PUSSY. 
Father Francis Bindeman 
OMI, 48, has immigrated from 
Johannesburg and received 
his first Canadian assignment 
as pastor of Holy Family 
They were building crosses 
out there; wooden racks to 
hang men on, held by nails in 
their hands and feet. What 
horrible agony to endure! 
What torture for the man who 
found himself to' be crucified! 
Yet here I was, a swollen 
vessel of emotions of ha~ed, 
fear and apprehension. 
The sweat rickled own my 
cheeks from my brow and my 
beard darkened with wetness. 
My garments reeked with 
days and nights of tossing in 
sweat-bathed dreams. Short 
days ago I had been wild and 
free. A man had died in my 
hand in the tumult of a fren- 
zied mob a/Id yet, though I had. 
done this, I still felt somehow I 
had to live. Would 1 never 
again carouse with much wine 
or feel thesoft flesh of a melon 
between my teeth; bite into 
the sweet redness of a 
pomegranete or feel the warm 
san on my cheeks? 
The hammering outside 
stopped; in the silence my 
heart beat madly like a thing 
possessed. My knees felt soft 
and weak, my sweaty palms 
HEAVEN is taken, but the 
state hasn't given anyone HELL 
YeL 
SPOTWARSHIPs 
TOKYO (AP) - -  Five Soviet. 
warships passed through 
Tsugaru Strait in northern 
Japan, apparently on their way 
to the Pacific Ocean for 
military manoeuvres, the 
Japanese Defence Agency said 
Tuesday. 
NEW YORK (AP)  - -  Jazz' 
trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie said 
Wednesday his hat is in the 
ring of 1972 presidential aspir- 
ants. 
Gillespie, whose real name is 
John Birks Gillespie, has made 
numerous trips abroad for the 
U.S. state department. 
In an interview taped for air- 
ing locally on Thursday's Joe 
Franklin Show over WOR-TV, 
Gillespie said he first decided to 
make the run a few months ago 
during a chat with President 
Nixon, who suggested the trum- 
peter make another trip abroad. 
Gillespie said he decided to run 
for the presidency instead. 
Gillespie did not say on what 
party ticket he would seek to 
run . .  
parish at Ueluelet on Van- 
couver Island. 
Father Bindeman's ap- 
pointment is among 25 new 
assignments announced by 
Father John Hennsssy OMI, 
Provincial of St. Paul's 
Province of Oblates of Mary 
Immaculate. 
Others inc ludethe  ap- 
pointment of Father Gerald 
Dunlop OMI, as pastor of St. 
Peter's parish, New West- 
minster, and Father Joseph 
MacNeil OMI as principal of 
Prince George College. 
Father MacNell was formerly 
principal of at.Francis Xavier 
High School in Edmonton. 
At the invitation of Bishop 
Paul O'Byrne of Calgary, the 
Oblate Fathers have assumed 
direction of St. Michael's 
parish in that city. Father 
Anthony MacDonald Ol~if, 
formerly of Prince Rupert, 
has been named pastor. 
Father Thomas Lynch OMI, 
formerly of St. Augustine's 
parish, Vancouver, is 
assistant pastor. 
Beyond, in the courtyard, the'  . : Tim cold scornful eyes of the ~, :emctloia:raced through m~ 
sound of hammers pounding centurion spat •like snakes a t ' i  bodyasi'tlioughtofthedeath: 
nails came to my ears; casual, my pleading face. Grasping' had sonarrowly missed;:" ' 
unhurried hammering that ' me from behind I propelled F romthe  foot of the hi l l :  
reverberated'in my brain, my trembling form toward the • saw " the three, crossel 
door opening into the tour - ,  st~l silhouetted against he 
Ward. A servant, his gross nakedness oL the pall ing 
body waddling grotesquely/ leadenskT;AsI~valkedon, th~ 
opaned the door, aquestinning sun suddenly.' died ant 
look in his squeezed little e~,ee: ominous darkness shroude~ 
Then! A flying kick and the the countryside. An  tmex 
door slammed and Iwas alone plainable compulsion to rm 
, . .  bewi ldered.. ,  but free! cameupon me and in'shot 
Wandering about  the ~ moments,I stood with the 
s t reets ,  savouring my"  small crowd that huddled 
• situation, I noticed people beneath thecrussos. Over the 
coming in great droves from head of the one. in the centre 
the area of Golgotha, one of was written, "this is th e kin~ 
Jerusalem's prominent hills; L of the jews.". ; ~, 
' Out of curiosity I asked a, I stoodlo0king at this m~n. 
passerby what was hap- '  His head was bowed and 
pening, bloodsoaked. Deep, bloodied 
" h • O , just a crucifixion of whipsores furrowed his limbs: 
three criminals" 
"So what was the great 
issue all about?" I. questioned 
further. 
"Some lunatic thought-he 
was a king of the Jews. Pilate 
offered to free h im. .  ~you 
know, according to the custom 
of releasing a prisoner every 
• year at Passover t ime. . ,  but 
everyone yelled for Barrabus. 
Imagine Barrabus] He killed 
a man in that riot about a 
month or so ago. . .  So they let 
him go and crucified Jesus. . .  
His hands .were crimson with 
life blood: and his feet oozed 
great protruding spikes driven 
into them. 
Then, in a loud voice he 
cried,. "Father! /Into your 
hands I place my spirit!" 
As  he died, the curtain 
hanging in the temple was 
torn in two from top to bottom, 
the earth shook so that great 
rocks split apart, graves 
broke open and many of God's 
people came to life and went 
into Jerusalem; 
From ',The Maranatha" 
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Quality.is Nabob s middle 
name! If you're not com- 
pletely satisfied with new 
Nabob Orange Flavour 
Crystals, Nabob Foods 













. , . , ,  . f .  
Every family breakfast will 
be sunnier when you pour 
new Nabob Sungold - tiny,: 
orange flavour crystals that 
burst into zesty, "wake-era- 
up" flavour that's more l ike 
fresh orange juicethan ever. 
: . .  . . .  
You really p~ur.the sunshine 
in because new Nabob 
. Sungold is enricheclwith 
Vitamin C. Infact, there's, 
as much Vita/nin C in " 
SungoJd as in fresh orangesl i!/ 
so you do right byyour. :.  -. 
.- familys nutrition. " / "  ~-.:,.,:,. 
So convenient.because. ,):!i." :~ 
Nabob sungold.c:0mes:in~a !. . 
• fresh, bright Carton with2.1~:;!i! "~.+: 
p,-,,ch packages, one to.: ...~ :.i I 
rnake up forthe"fridge",, ~ ~'r 
.one'tO keeph'bnd~i'~wheni, ',':.. ~';~;' 
everyone shouts,'more ; 21/i . 
, . , . .  • . ' .  . , : ; ' , ; . . . . .  ~ .  . . " . , . "  ~ .  
4 Serve Nabobsungo!d iCe /. };:~, f 
• cold and!:serve it.,ofteni :,: ...... ,< 
' It's the.' 10erfect breakfast/':i:~,', '. ' 
• , TERRACE B.C. L " PAGE $ 
• LIONS MOVE INTO 2ND SPOT WITH,., , G ORDON,: :& :AND:ER/S0:N:::LTDi,:II !ii 
 ECENTWlN,OVER EDMONTON ES MOS. ........ :! 
~'~C~LWER(CP) - -Br i t l s5  two wlna and two losses for four .recovered. " ' " ' " ' 8,,B.C, rang up 155 , !,- 
~ ~ ,  bia ~o.ns m ov~ h~to_sec-" .points, four behind ~e WFC Brothers pas~d 25 yards on yar.ds while Edmonton had 1~ ~ :i~ 
. ce Jn  me westerns'cot, zea~ers, CalgaryStsmpeders the first la of the second m m.e gro.~.d Bob H0umara , 
E l ;q ,~C.o~erence  W. ednesd_a.y Edmonton s one-and-four quarter to ttendrickson, who w.asme.rusmng workhorse.for , ~ 
l~ l~ l ln~ wire an 11-1 wm over ~.d- record put them. in the confer, scampered into the Edmonton me ~-'sgnnes as ne carried 10 
~ t o n  Eskimos before 32,454 once cellar with WL, mlp~ Blue end zone for the'touchdown times for. 107 yards ~cluding i;.il 
~ . ' , . , .  • , .  _ . . . . . .  " -- Bomber.s and.Saskatchewan . Curler's second~uar~r field one 4~yard.romp.~. _ . 
~zc~e. r ,  ~en l-'nillll~ a~orea ~otighrlders, waG also have 1-4 goal attempt was from the 44 ',.ions' tu,oaeg Jim ~:vensan ~ ~"i 
Of me B.C. points on a field records..' and Wilson took the Wide kick car~ed 16 times for 94 yards ~. ~, 
i~ad i !ng leanda~nve~ osa B,.C-BCORE~.~.I.,I~ . . nlmo~toverthegoallinehefore an_da~, too.k two passes for 25. ~ ' i  
i cnaown pass tr0m Faro u.t~. counleo first on a ~-yara deciding to concede the single ~romers threw 14 passes and 
~thers  to "Lefty Hen- field goal by Phillips at 9:56 of ' B C fans  thought  h~ were  in ° eight of them were :con~pleted. 
! ' • Reg. . . sale ." " ' " . • ' Reg. ,  / .. Sale 
i i~c~ son. " • the first quarter, for m~e scorln~late i~eh~_ ~"  Henderickson grabbed four I 
idmonton  plac~kicker Dave " Just as the quarter was en- ondauarteras ~eLiona-mov-~ passes for 59 yards, ineluding 
~ ~  got Eskimos' point when ~ng. Charlte Bryant -- play~g frcm~eir  own 47 to the Ed. ~s  touchdown. Don Mcorhead 
l~ l~em g.oa~ attempt In the sec- his f~'st game as an Eskimo monton 38 before ~ickin~ uo a came into the game briefly/or 
~i~"q~a~crw'en}wideend'M~e ~r  being picke~ uP frem f i~var~ °easiLY f'°r ille~afin" B'C" ~ the firet ~a~ra~d !i i~ec~RCKal!~eCra~ON~: am.~ 7|96:K I ]~5 36-X '.. ~ 7 3 1 7 6 5  :•  l ~ n  e0ne, ed the sLsg,e: W~rdpeg-- fumbled and Lions' terfe'renc~. - " scrambled to tl~ow one corn- ~ ~ ..SC_RE E N 36 " ~ 
/~ ' ,e  Win ~eft the Lions with defensive "end Jim White Ted Gerela, the Lions' trou- pleted pass. ' 14 .  , 
I ';'. " - " " bled piss'e-kicker, tried 'o rs  ::Don Troll completedsevon.of ]~-~' f;P~l!~ 9 5 '  " u O  I~Cl ~: ~x~l~ 48 " . .  5 .75  i 41  6 - 7  ~~' - , . -~L£ . . I  I '~____  ~ r i ' ' " fie]dgoa]from the Edmonton 51 me ,a ,passes no l urew. wnue ~1 ~ 
UUHITUI  uon k ,~Ul le f f  butit wastippedbyanEdmon. Law~e.c..ecomp~dfo~of..l~ P SERS Voalro~°sUS 8 i 
~ . . . . .  ton prayer and fell snort of the .L: ""'.P'~';:.~ ..~s--_~ .... _-.~,. 
~1~ : ~,. " _ - -  ~-  mark " .:amomon witn a alight edge, 
~ ' ~ , l ' ~ , ~  ~A,L .~ dP~.L~___ . .~_  ' LAWRENCE AT QB 115 yards compared to 107 for" ~i " • " - , " Quads '  - ' ' " " ' - -  - - -  i 
uvu  ,u on. ' 6.88  3 .60  3 .85  Z .49 :  i 
i~!EA~Oa~o%EV~eSS [ ~4a.4v, impressed Gibson. ~Yednes .• IDeSu~:Ss~ehitge~riegehpt~iWnereo~ZCak cnPehi~PSla~te/age~ ~ t~o f~a~e. I ' - .  ' " ' "Co l ' r~r  "' 
~) PAPER Various 0 ead - ' t ~ 
[~S !n nl.gn sc.n.ool. ~low ne's at ~1~':;./~ss°ns ' ]a J " ° r  l e  ~ l "~r  aj'or'It s s to ,ellows lille uob lalo Gibs n :neaa '-; s']i" ues' . . . .  s me . . . . .  .  o,, . . .  satisfacti nt e idgiving , " " "c ss Gull"" . pitching ^ i  t be t" tins_. . . . . . .  .  winning Atlanta appearance Milt to .Ke  Clllc go y ght. Pappas, . Singl ton run m tes . lastwith against making year.si cedrove "  . ingle his being home his . former lnfirstsold the' was Edmonton, Lawrence andBrother pass to end Dave Denny The He u able thegot former ppearance th  at'to club q rt rback score Calgary moving . of backup Larryb tfor ' LIONS yards, e r~ i... ",n *'as'~erin~" f~l~ ,~ .~~ol.t~,~ lonli! t a 57yarder Fred Dunn . . . . . .. . . .  t  "; ~" - - "  GRAB ~" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  hi,  h t FUMBI E8a'Vl~'~"i~ I ":°''~ ^'= .I~¢~.. . . .  . . . . .  ,1, o.m wJ • ry a~" " ,: ~'~' ')il ul~l-'.l l N515 R$ P A?E_~DISPEN . . . . .  SERS Various I Coloorsl r -1"~ 1 0 . 9 5  ~.~. ~ '  v ~ vn . l~  ~6160 ~_~ Glasssand CONCRETE ;C~r l~"  glas  sand & glass greyi PAIN -'r G ss "PAINT ret~ ~,,]1 . ~,il ~ "~3.55  ~J~ ••t n~l~ 4 I I  I~E(  _ I1  ' 
_ _ o  ,nn,ng, pac,ngthe New quarterback overthrew Me- " Each team fumbled the hall " " " " ,~ THERMOS 1 A (~ ~ Rf l  SNACK TRAY . ~0 ' 'Aa  ] / i~ .e .mna~ .e~.s. ~u:.~ear-oj(l York triumph over sliding Los Gowan in the B.C. end zone at twice, with the Lions recoverJng ~ I%11 ' i "'iP./,~,,# [111~ for lawn chair  .70  I 1~ 
~,~= ~.o o.~o..?,en ,.e ~,_. ~.geles, which d~op~d 7;~ ~e end of the t~rd q.~rter a.d both ~e Edmonto. m~c.es ~.d 
~]ou.~s ,  ~ar~.m.am ace ~-u games behind San Francisco's in the fourth co~eeted on one to the Eskimos capitalizing On a 
/e°n,e~s,~ym.g.m.: . ' .  Westleaders. Singleton's game- Bryant on a play that went to BC fun~ble ; BREAD " " . - - '  _ __  A 1A  PYREX STORAGE " - " ~-  ' - - - -  
im-°m~. .~au0n.a  ! ._.League winner .followed a double byme B.C. five, on)y to have it 'A'fourth-ouarter fumble bv # BOX 1. ),75 I I . IN  CONTAINERS 80 oz 2 .79  1.49 4 i 
i~ames,~~[!s?u_rgn_,t 'Lra~ es Tommie Agee. called back .on an illegal inter. Dunn as he'was attemntin~ a 4 ' ' ' " | 
it~:'.ca~C~b~"~;;o;e~dtr~],n"  ~_Pinch-hitter__CoCo ,La, boy, [eres?e penalty., Bryant ended, third-down punt produced' ' ' - 
i~  . . . . .  o -  _ . . . . . .  uruu~.t ~vtumrem zrom oenma me gameas ~:amonmns top somethin~ofaeomedyoferrors 4) BREAD ' 1 ~J ~ ~ ~ PYREX STORAGE ' r l  4#~ • AA ( 
i~rav~ 7-z,.New xorsMets wi~atwo-runsing]einthesev- pass receivor, picking up 45 with the Lions doln~ the # BOX I ~ . ) .7~,~ Oa~i ]  CONTAINERS 48 oz. • ~ ' ~  | " ~  4 
l l~r~ac ,~°s :~n_ge 'e ,  s u~g;  en~ inning. . . .  - yards on two tosses. He also lau~hine " ~ 1 " ' t 
l l~ ,~ o~ -.!.~.~ ,!u,~,~, wmnnt.reu~ . A singze vy Jonn J~ateman, a rushed for 22 yards on five ear- Whiterecovered the ball ini- t VINYL LUNCH P" ~ ~ ~ ~ PYREX STORAGE , l~  A i ~ 
i~xPu~ w_mppea .',an ul.ego walk toRonFairlyandasacri- ~es. tiallvforBCandtriedtomake. ~ KITS ~ . ~  /1~11~ ! CONTAINERS 16 OZ. : I . / ~  .U l l  l l~aores~-~ an~ ~,an.~rancmco rice bunt by Run Brand set up Phillips' final single came in for ~e Edmonton end zone In ~la.~ nammerea t'nJlaaelpn a , • • • ~,~;~.~;.~'__ Laboyssmglethatrubbedouta thelast mmute of the game on a his haste he dro~ne~ the ball 
i~mu!es..7,'. °" _ . . . .  3-2 deficit and helped CarJ Mor- punt of 42 yards that was anda~rouoofLi~,~sc]amhered ; REVOLVING SMALL  i PYREX STORAGE " ~q ' 
mi..uu"cttsma.rKsc°m.mue!. °~e tonc~bapersunal, four-game grabbed in the Eskimosend over ~ch'oth'cr--sti, hosding :: Rubbermaid 3.98  1 ,99  ,,oz, 2 .19  1 .19 ,  l l P "  me more ~mpresswe:smce, losing streak. : zone by Dick Dupuis who con. for iba Eskimo goal line-- PARTS CADDY - 
l t~e  wasn't~even~in Pr°fe?!.° nat .~uthpaw. John Cumberland ceded the point. ' 'before C.arro.t tl,,.~,~ru~r ~ q ~ 
l l~y- . :  . . . . .  ~..~ . . . . . . . . .  p~tchedahve-hitterandbatter- CLOSE IN STATISTICS . . . . . . .  ~----'-=;--'~-;;-"--°-- I~ THERMOS ~ ~/N ~1 ~ PYREX STORAGE " t '~n  ~ l~ t 
i~p_arin_gly!nredetin1970~ . mate Dick Dietz ripped a B.C. had a total of 16 first m~e~Lions~o~eve?~'ouldnot I' P ICNiC ' JUGS ' J * * .~ J  ~ l |~  CONTAINERS 6 OZ. i I o~O ' Iq~ , 
ip~PRES'8,E-S. GIB. SON'' i. homer, carrying hot San Fran- downs in the contest o Edmon- move ap-reciabl v cl~er to the 
1]  :,~nenara-tnrow,ng, soumpaw, cisco over Philadelphia, . It was ton's 14, The Lions"total offence ~ua, . . . . . .  ,,net ano" me,r ";'~- . . . .  .,a e..eu.'-- ~ , I i 
I I  "Th~.k~d pitched a fine game the Giants fifth straight vic- ' was 262 yards while the Eski- with a short field-li!oal attempt . CHICKEN 4 ~ ~,  Ok I~A PYREX STORAGE I ~ ,~ =~ # 
l l . :  h:~!~,~a real, good.young to . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  ' - "~ SPIT BASKET ~,~,  a ~10~ CONTAINERS 16 oz. 1 . ~  l l~  I !~ l~itch~i' ?, aid Gibson; who aut- -a .  • . ! ,--  ~,-.l~u z~. , ' by Phillips from the 45. 
i~ored,~.~do-hitter lastSaturday 1 " " ~ / [] " m [] " 1 
i~g  ainst~(he Pirdtes and has won I P , ~ , '  ~ 'a ,~,Ln- - ,~m~,~ I ) -CAMPSTO E 1 ~t"~ AA 1V2qt. CAKE '~ ,.~#~ m. -~ i 
l l two  Cy-,Y.oung awards as the I ' l l n ,  l ~ n ~ n i n ~  .. " I [ FRY PAN | , ,~70 l ~  DISH " | ,~V , m~.0  
l [Nat ional  ~ague's No. I pitcher, i ~ ~ i I ~ [] 1 [] [] [] ~ 1 
~eason.  But the youngster i s ' t l l  Gullett's recordhas overtones i.1 . " " t~ i~ ' "  v l - -  - -  l l  ~"  l" [[ WO~:Nh$3~MI I~ L ' ; 
l | ° f  a p°ssible 20"game vict°ry 1 - -  " I ;/SRHTILIZ E R siPzle. 1 1 .25 ,  1791T 
• , - - . . , - . . . , ,  , ._..._..__..__,s, 13.98  oo  Ith!,,nking.ab°utit'h.e,sa.Y " " I " , ,~ i~.wr  rA IH I IH~ ' I 
i l  " I  never expectea to come • ' ,"~."~. ' 1 ) . ' STEEL  DISHES U | ~  
i ]  th°sevictOries°neatalsam'said" "'l"Im ,o,ng ,, .  ..e ' ^. ,  . . . - - ,  I ,ize ,': .90 .  wi,,, O,S"ES  : ,, ]6 .98  8 , §0  
ito~:~t@.~;~'h:~i~hm°~'o~r;:~ | : I I  FISH 4oz. • ; WOODEN LEAF " • t ! 
,) FERT IL IZER Size ,59  ,39  TRAYS " 5 .98  2 .9  , 12-0  lead in thefourth inmng, de- 1 - ' ' • ' • | s ' : " . " . 9 
I l i vered  a tie-breaking single ~ D ~ I I I x  ~ : ~ l l l m ~ . . a m  ~ - - . I  ~- - - - - - . .  i 
iwi.~,the.b~lsesloadedinthelast .. |~ . ,  ~w ~i~ a-~ll.lllll/|il.lllll.~]~|li~lJl|l MUUf~,•  i R__ubbermaid . r )  'A (~ t ~ WOODEN SERVING '1 A,~I  I I o f  the nin n. i " ' . .  : i 
i Johnny Cal]ison smashed-a I : ,  : ,,, SELF STORING DOOR COMPLETE WITH ALL HARDWARE. . i .~  ST VO E MATS 16 x 20 ~,~'~7 i I ~  TRAY . " - -  I U .aU j  @|~@ , 
igrand-s lam home run in tho : : i  "r " k" ' i" GRILL AND'WEATHER sTRIPPING JUSTS0 DOORS. I l " . . . .  ) 
E~i:hptlohsi~nnn;onr g~ikeyoaafi~ekreun / AVAILABLE AT THIS REDUCED PRICE ' •' " i I VANITY  ~ n= ~ nEE Chrome SERVING , . "  ~ .  . . "  ') 
• " " C ' " ' , W ' ' ~e Cubs within 5 games of I E ALSO INSTALL ALCAN ENAMELLED DOORS. ! ' CABINET . " 7 .7~ ~|0@ TRAY . ' | UeY~ O iOU I 
llthe.fro,t-running Pirates in the I - I ' 
i,lNationaF~edgue East Division, ' I i i . .  " l l ] l l f l~ l l i  ~ ~ =  ~m-mmee • ~ KLUNRITE  . " :~ .Memo " . - . :  . . . . . . . .  ~,~ 
E Theb]ast,'made a-winner of- I - .  U.*~u. , rUL  ,~ , , t JVL  KA ,~= . I '  "SWITCH" , 1. .49  .75  'WOOD.. CAOOY: ..... . 4 .39  Z .15  ;, 
i |  ' ' 1 ' a luminum awnings - 10 YEAR GUARANTEE ' • l  ' " ' . . . .  t' 
m~'t  I / " ROLL IT UP WHEN NOT REQUIRED • r r°°ucer / RoLL IT DOWN TO PREVENT FADED RUGS AND'DRAPES " " ' i  ' Phi l l ips ELECTRIC 0 L ¢~= t io  =1t l  West Bend I .  "T~" "~ .A  ' t  
" . - -  - -  • ' " & KEEP YOUR HOUSE COOLER, ' I , '  TOOTHBRUSH ~3Uo7~ IO iMU DOUBLE BOILER ' i 4~.1~ |mOU I 
~earches - / ADD TO'THE APPEARANCE OF YOUR HOME WITH~OUR 14 ATTRACTIVE I , S lLVERPLATE AO t3~ ~ AEE West Bend " :  I t ' t  ~e '~ E a te  t 
I |__" ' " " ' ' .  " / COLOR SELECTIONS. WE CAN ALSO BUILD AND INSTALL PffRMANENT I l~or s ta r  I "  F,X,OAW,,,os. l ,  CLOCK-Westc lox ~7,7~ ~OaOU FRYPAN " IU ,O~F On~O I 
E M..GM.. is launching a I ALUMINUM STORM WINDOWS I I $2 PC. DISH SET-  ~ e" ~ ~- . . - . . . .  West Bend , .V 
nationwiae search tor miss - • ' , i "De lR ioPat tern  ~ '~) 'Y~)  lZI@O SAUCEPAN " 7.50  3,7§~ 
E~:~mer ica  ,to re,~ over I I  , ' " ' ' INSIDE SLIDING STORM WINDOWS . I ,  
~'~Night  o'f Dark Shadows," a II " ' OUTSIDE PRIME STORM WINDOWS -- " " • i ~ " ' " " " ' # 52 PC. DISH ~r~ ~'~-  ~,A ~m West Bend . " : . . . - -  - - - -  - -  - - - - -  # 
i ]  new g°thic horror film starrmg i l  . • .. EL IMINATE DRAUGHTS ' n (i SET"Woodside'" ~ . . ~ .  I~ ,~0 SAUCEPAN :"1 . - :~ .00  3 |99  ! 
i lDavid.  Se.lby,. Grayson Hall,", ii ' " ' " SAVE MONEY ON FUEL BILLS ' "  - I .  
~]John Karlen, Nancy Barrett" I /  , : ' 
i l and  Lara'Parker.  . : . :l l ' " r . . . . . .  I " ' 
i ]  DanCurtis, who created the. I[ : ~,..  W J ~ r J ~  ~ J ~ J ~ i J ~ . ~ r ~  , BREAKFAST 1 I ~ , ~ aEE Hallmark . " .-e -e-,~' " remira .  ~, 
i l iongrunning tele~sion series, IF  ..... :~  " . , . . . . . . - - - -  i . .~"~. .• . i l i~  i SET-  20pieces " I 1. .70  gnO~ SAUCE,PAN5 P,I. ,. / .~U ~i l~  4 
~dlrectedlil"Dark Sh dows," p reducedandthe  c rr nt film, a I I " ' .  ' : .  , Am:" L" "* ' : ' ' ' ' ' ' ' "UMINUM . J l i l l l l~u] ]~ " - I , i ,  CORNINGWARE I~ ~, -A  A' Am Card ina l  ' : ' " ~ ~ ' - - ' * "  " I ' "  1 1 . . . .  
1]seaue lq  ~t0"w ,~'~t . . . . . . . . .  y~r  s popu,ar I ' 1 " " :* ' - :  . . . . . . . . . . .  ' " . . . .  - -  . . . . . .  1 ' Buffet server I ~ .D 'U  ' ~ IUO DOUBLE 'Be l iER: -  i. ] 5 .95:  7.99i lt".~;;;'~, Dark Shadows," I ' ~ ~-~, .o  ,RUST, -NO LEAKS . NO PAINT ING.  1 
The .na~unal winner o~ thel I .  " . ";:!~ii '"'.'~ ~" '~ ' ORDER NOW SAVE 10 PERCENT . . . .  ' ~ " ' 1 
EM)E Gh~t Amcriea'contest I , .  . . . ,  . . . ,..• .. • , ~ .  WOODEN ' ~J OC ' 11 am;  Cardinal : "  : . - , . ,  A . , - -  ' " 'P  'AA  i ) 
willreceive an :appearance on '.. • . . . .  • . • - , . . . ,  GONDOLAS ~, , ) .O~ |1110 , SAUCEPAN ,.  ' i .  1 1 . Y D  , : I~ IUU,  
[~.~e~ "Dat|ng Game,"a '  I . . . . .  : :COLORED ALUMINUM ROOFS . . . .  l ,  
" APPLI"DTOMANUFACTURERSSFECIFICATIONS~' ' l ' :  ASH " • ' .' : Card i"a l  : : ' ."- . ." .  " :':.' : ' .... '- I' 
~$250Sa_vingsBond. Prior to the " I ? . "  " Now AVAILABLE FOR ALL HOUSING .~ TRAYS " 4 . 9 8  2,60 :FRYI~,'AN : '  ' " ' "  1 '1 .95  6.99 
Innt ional  finals scheduledfor I " ,';. ~i:'.. " NOSNOWSHOVELLING.NOLEAKINGFROMICEBACKUP. i~  ' , " : 
I ~temhcr~s'regl°nal'nals i ] ; s . . ,T  : ' ' ' ,  . 
:DISHES .55  . '26  Cardinal . "":" :i::ii,i"~i~"95 : : /G~gn.  FRYPAN . " ' " ;  .... , will be held in ten major cities• across ~e country. 
Entry forms and rules :for' : :  
young ladies between the ages., 
el 18 and 25 interested in en, 
tering are available • at MGM's' 
regional offices or MGM. Studio'~i 
Culver City.' Entry f0rm~'wLll~; 
also be a~ailablelat thestres~ 
and drive-ins where, the. film 
will play. : . . . . .  . , 
'The story of  ':Night of Dark: 
Shadows," writtenby SamHall :
and Dan Curite, deals with.a". 
beautiful ghost Who com~ back" 
from the grave to claim her , ,  
love. Miss Ghost America: will ', :. 
he chosen on the basis of ~a~,  :!:" '
poise, 4r' stage presence': and i !i 
perscnnqty,,as,well.las .beauty.: 
~ntran~ e"enconraged ~let  ~ 
their lm~'haflms run Wild aS 
to the ghostly .attlre:~and.i~'. 
makeup they feel 'ap ~p~,.pi.iate, :r: 
for their appearance ~,"~ei.i..; ~ 
contest. .' .'. ~' . / , ,  ':~.;'2 
• • h .  , "•  i The Dan Curti~ ] , :~ix~ti .  ~: i  :i 
"NIRht of Dark~Sl~d0wt":wSm"/ 
....ALUMINUM SIDING ~' ': 
~.~. ~,.~.~ :" ' WITH INSULATION. 
. !j{!i':!-i:'-.~";ii'.W~ COVER ALL.WOOD T'RIM FACIA 
~'i: ~:!'::?"~ 'AND SOFFiTS WITH COLORED ALUMINUM..- i:i:)'; ~!"~:'ii I' :i,}iii:!'~;~:.~! :ili~ 
,eautiful;decorative: Stone and br ick for exter ibr / :  
. , . . . ' , - . '~  <¥-~; ' :  . 
::'"~ and !nter ior-appearance 25 year Guarantee , ,~ 
iI~::."ALL '':','~RODUCT$ ARE'.' EXPERTLY APPLIEDI"::.:T~i:" 
i'; ';(' / ;  :':MANUFACTORERS PECIFICATIONS : "(=:. 
, 5 OUT H : 3 .95  § .  CARPET SWEEPERS ' " " | " i 
Co leman . 5 ,75  " . . . . . . .  ' " "  '" "" ~ " .... ' "  .... " ' ; / ~ .~.  Card ina l . "  . .•  :  I r J~ i r~~' ' d~ dHl~ ~)~ 
PICNIC,  JUGS . . . .  ~,~I~V SAUCEPAN; : I . ,  IO . ;~;~ : ;0 . I I~  ~ 
8.75  .......................... . . . . . . . . . . .  
,Coleman, ~ '], ' ] "  C a r d i n a l  " "  - i , . ' ' : ' . . .  ' '  ' : ,1 : . ' ~ ' ~ . i : • ' " - ~ i 
: ,cNIC~UOS P  . . . . . . . . .  ' "~  . . . . . .  . i ~ , i .OuTC.:,oveN..; .i:~. : ' : I : ;6 r ,95  /8 .99  ::: 
( IT~I2X ' IO .  !,'!.':' :: : • : i  ::: : L"AUHDRY:I : . : . '~." ' . . : : !  
~r 
, •CARTS ; : .~:'!i~-:: . - : . ,  
le~!k124 ~ : :"' ~. ,. SHAM Poe: :  ~. :!..'::; '.", :.i( . : ,'.i: 
." : K iT  ' 
KIT'S :24.X. 30 '~:.i:..::• , ::: :':~ l l ' e  V ,  ,, S~TOVE$ '.", ]~': .': #~:':'.',...! )'~:,~, 
" "  ' "  ' '  ' i i "~ ' ' ' '~  '1 '11  . . . . . . .  . . ' , : ,  ~ , ' , I~  
• . ~ ~ i r .  ' " '  " " H ' ,~x ,  . ' . v :~ .~, ; ,~ .  . ~ . . . .  : ~ ,  . -  , .  ~ " , ~ . .  , :  
. ¢ , ,  • , ~ .,  :~ .  . i i i l  i i ,  i i i 
" : :  ~'-:,::.: :::~:~:~'.!.i',, ;i :? .",!!~!!, i~., •~:!~ , " ' : .  : : . ,~ .'..~..:.=...'~.:•,.. • : ' : :  i ' ; ;  - - v v v v T - , ~ , v v  v 
!,~ . ~ , : : i  ~ , :~  ' '~ i i  ~ ~ i i ~  ~ i (~. ,  ~ : '  
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TERRACE,  B .C .  
On with the new 
The Ter race  Community  Centre  is no 
longer with us. It has passed on to 
history and memory .  It has  served its 
purpose. 
What do you say about  a $100,000 
building that burned down? '.That it 
was a centre for recreat ion,  that  it was  
used to the fullest... 
But ra ther  than wal lowing in an 
obi tuary for an old and border l ine 
inefficient building, we should look at 
the good side. And there is a good side 
to it. 
The need for  a recreat ion outlet in 
Ter race  is now enormous.  Now we are  
in a position where we need a faci l i ty to 
accomodate  the Bingos, the P lays ,  the 
Tournaments ,  the Dances,  and all the 
other things that took place in the old 
centre.  
There  wi l l  be rough ly  $185,000 
insurance monies result ing f rom the 
fire. Should these funds not be put 
immediate ly  into building a new 
centre? Perhaps  they should be used to 
finish off the complex at the top of 
Little Park .  
The eventual  plans up there call  for a 
complete recreat ion complex  complete  
with sw imming  pool, audi tor ium, ice 
arena and all the extras that go a long 
with the ideal recreat ion complex.  
The monies  f rom the old centre 
would help to finish off the first s tage of. 
the new complex - namely the arena. 
The surface of the area can be used 
as an auditorium during the summer 
months. It's food for thought anyway. 
Meanwhile, Prince Rupert is putting 
the finishing touches onto their brand 
new million doller complex. Their 
centre burned to the ground three 
years ago, and today they have one of 
the most beautiful complexes in 
Canada. 
Their centre is being build from 
civic funds and donations. It will 
include a convention centre, 
auditoriums, ice arena, and a host of 
other facilities including a stage area 
with theatre seating...a semi- 
professional theatre. Not bad...maybe 
Terrace should push for the theatre 
idea, Terrace the "Cultural centre of 
the Northwest." 
• If Prince Rupert can do it, there is no 
reason why Terrace cannot. If they can 
have a complex worthy of comparison 
to Maple Leaf Gardens in Toronto, 
Terrace should be able to create a 
centre comparible to Yankee Stadium 
in New York City. 
Instead of giving up, the people of 
Terrace should pour all the support 
they have into the construction and 
financing of both the arena and the 
community center. It would be well 
worthwhile. 
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Trees are for the birds 
For yevrs I have been a tree- 
lover. Not that I knew anything 
abou~t them, or ever planted 
any. But I did know the common 
varieties. And I did have a 
feeling that they were 
something special in a world 
steadily growing more ugly. I 
had what you might call the "o- 
nly God can make a tree" 
syndrome. There was 
something mystic about rees. I
have written ecastatic olumns 
about the trees around our 
place: the matronly maples; 
the magnificent oaks; the 
towering spruce; the virginly 
elms; spruce; the lilacs; the 
single butternut. 
I have sat in my backyard and 
watched them by the hour, 
deeply moved by the human 
qualities I gave them. Even the 
dirty great cedar that drips 
mucus or sdmething all over the 
clothesline. 
I have been fascinated by the 
clunking of acorns falling, by 
the sweet, longing whispers of 
my two elms, by the muttering 
of the dowager maples, by the 
solitary arrogance ofmy spruce 
which I have to crawl under to 
get into my tool-shod. 
But I'm beginning to have 
doubts, like a priest who has 
been swept away by something 
he doesn't quite understand, 
and then discovers that there's 
something rotten in Denmark. 
If not in his own hackyard. 
That snarl you can't quite 
hear outside my window is a 
chain saw. The operator is  
hacking up one of those 
brooding oaks which came 
crashing down during 
yesterday's ummer storm, 
cutting telephone hydro and 
indispensable ofindispensables. 
the 'IV cable wire,- both for 
myself and my next door 
neighbour. 
All I'll get out of that is a bill 
for $100 and twelve bucks worth 
of fireplace wood too green to do 
anything but smoulder. 
I'd just got back from a long 
drive in 90-degree heat, lugged 
one of my oaks, w!th a girth of 
about 40 inches lay there like a 
stricken bull. I. had destroyed a 
fence, several smaller .trees. 
Fortunately our neighbonrs had 
got the kids inside before the 
real fury of the wind broke, and 
no one was hurt. 
This morning I talked to the 
in all the junk from the'car, and hydro man who was stringing 
settled in the hackyard with a new line. He said he and his 
cold drink and the evening . mates had worked all through 
paper when nature took one of the night in a driving rain and 
her whims 
For a few minutes, it was 
enjoyable. The wind came up. 
The lawn chairs went flying. 
The,acorns rattled, and leaves 
and twigs hurtled own on me. I 
even went in and called the girls 
to come out and enjoy the 
storm. 
Then the trees tsrted to twist 
and dance. Even the mightly 
laconically remarked that it 
wasn't much fun. 
But toget back to trees.They 
provide shade and they're 
pretty to look at. What else? 
They shower you with unwanted 
leaves in the fall. They suck up 
all the juice and prevent you 
having a decent lawn. 
My two virginal elms have 
been raped by the Dutch disease 
and look just like a couple of 
. . . .  Can you  survive" is 
question to be posed to visil 
to the Canadian Armed For 
Display near the grandstan( 
the PNE now being readied 
the exhibition opening. ' "  
Canadian Forces and the Ar~ 
Frontier" is the 1971 the, me, 
,purp0se  being - to info 
Canadians about 
equipment, professional abl 
and skills, of the Canad 
Forces  i n  the . Ar~ 
environment. • 
Highlight of the exhibit/,Tii] 
a ,cool room" where parkac] 
personnel working in a speeia 
air'cooled i~:enclosure ~ 
perform arctic skills consist" 
of erecting tents; cooking e 
Visitors will • view the activiti 
through glass panels locat 
around the room. 
Those visiting the display w 
he able to rest comfortably 
l .the specially, equipped cinem 
while viewing the multi-imal 
film presentation "Arct 
F r o n t i e r .  ' l • . " ' ; 
Another planned attraction 
the. "Air Drop" where t~ 
parachute harnesses Will t 
suspended in front of an aeri~ 
scene backdrop and whet 
complimentary ph0tograpt 
will be taken of visitors "gettiv 
thefeel" of dropping from tl 
sky. .  . . . . .  ' 
In the  operations 'roon 
briefing officers .will illustrat 
and report on the status c 
Canadian Forces around th 
world, using a large map wher, 
up to-date information frov 
Defence Headquarters will b 
posted. ~, 
Another feature will be th 
hot-hne: reformation service'l 
immediateanswers to theii 
queries, by means of a ',direcl 
link with Ottawa Defenc( 
Headquarters. 
The 42-person exhibitiov 
team, headed by Major George 
Lilley, Ottawa, will include bot~ 
male and female perSonnel 




"We feel for you, Terrace " PRECIOUS TIDBITS 
• • ' The geese are invading our neighbourhoods. This alarming 
The burning of the Communi ty  
Centre in Ter race  Wednesday  night  ~ 
brought back many memor ies  for us 
Rupert i tes of that night in April, 1968, 
when our own Civ ic  Centre  burned to 
the ground. 
Granted that both buildings were 
getting old and had many drawbacks ,  
they were still used for a great  number  
of civ.c affairs,  and Ter race  residents 
will feel the loss of their centre  just  as 
we did. 
But they are  more  fortunate in the 
fact they have a l ready started a new 
Arena, and although it will be severa l  
months before it is completed,  at  least 
it is started, so their activit ies will not 
be curtai led too long. 
At a t ime like this though, it is 
qu i te  l ike ly  that  peop le  say ,  
"Remember  the dances we put ,on  
there? - -  the bingos - -  the t rade fairs 
- -  . the,  Music Fest iva ls  ~, :or  1,the 
p lays?"  (~e rem~nb~t  7, several  
Drama "and"Music Festivals put on 
there, with plays like "Tr i f les" ,  and 
"Suppressed Desires" and "As Long 
as They're Happy"  and "Not  Enough 
Rope" just to name a few).. 
That Centre was a meeting p'laee 
for young and old and l ived up to its 
name as a focal point for community 
gatherings, as well as for area get- 
togethers and competitions. 
To our friends in Terrace, we can 
on ly  say we are sorry about their loss, 
but are glad that noone was injured in 
the blaze. And we know that they have 
worked just ~'s hard as we did, to raise 
funds for a new Centre, and wil l  ap- 
preciate it all the more for doing so. 
And we will help them celebrate 
their opening, just  as they are  joining 
us in our  Labor  Day  festivit ies. 
P r ince  Rupert  Dai ly News 
, oaks were. Writhing like gentle old maids who have been 
CENTENNIAL MEMO -- tormented creatures. I love raped. It will cost $200 to have France, The Sandwich Island 
storms, but when the rain Came them buried. ' 
(Hawaii) and the United States l dashed for shelter. . My giant spruce'is uprooting all "maintained consuls: in 
cry can be heard daily around the north end of Eby Street in .I'd suddenly remembered a my garage at a rate of about Victoria in 1866~ 
Terrace.Itisnottheonlycry.Afamilyofgeeseintheareahave. storm at the cottage, when I two inch~ each£e~r. 
refused to rei~/qffi~ tlfeir :~ai.ds-/ifkl, have ~pressed tl.i~l~i~ewl~,,i!~ : ~as~ kid, Same~;thing,-iPurple . ' / : I ,  My::~e~ ~it :;m~," t ~: be~ .~ ~r,~, ~ ; X X ~ X  
~~ 
' found freedom by tearing about he ne ig~l~ourhood. .~ky .  Dead calm.'Sudd~nWind of '~ Lebanon;'Pve'he~e}~zi~[ c] (a ~ CENTENNIkL"~MEMO ~'-- 'Th~ 
& 
The area of concern is zoned by the District as a Residential cyclone force that knocked over 
'1' area but still the farm animals fly and toddle about, giant pines like toothpicks and a 
One angry resident last week complained to police after she torrent of rain. One 80-foot pine 
met nose-to-nose with one of the birds. The young lady, snapped, about halfway up and 
occupying a basement sORe, saw her window curtain blown smashed through the roof of the 
about like a national flag perched atop the Empre State building • cottage. 
on a stormy day. Since the Terrace conditions at the time were It wasn't so bad this time, but 
relatively peaceful and nothing in the wayof a storm, she slowly 
approached the window and drew back the curtain. She later 
reported to the Herald that if she had left her hand on the curtain 
for more than a few seconds the long, snapping beak on the other I ~ c  
side would have surely taken her hand away. 
This is not the first time geese have invaded house dwellers. -
Residents of the area are hoping however that it is the last time. 
SPCA officials, who were contacted, can not use their powers 
but the RCMP are reportedly ooking into'the fowlmatter. 
++++-t -+ 
Terrace residents today have begun to withdraw from home 
built bomb sheltei's now that the weekend's airplane activity has 
subsided. No bombs reportedly fell on the area but visiting 
pilots at the Kiwanis Airshow sure put the scare into many ~L 
residents. Acrobatics i one thing but when planes tart flying in 
bombing formation, performing dives and turns which would 
frighten any world war vctrans, then it is time we put on the 
combat helmets. Kiwanis spokemen are sorry for the scare and 
deeply thank all those concerned ie helping boost he weekend 
affair. ~. 
Leiter to the editor 
The Editor, 
Daily News. Prince Rupert, 
B.C. 
Dear Sir: 
"I don't go to church 
anymore because I don't get 
anything out of it" is a corn. 
ment heard more and more 
these days . . and not only 
~rom young people. Others 
slump in their uncomfortable 
pew ano cmzm most preaching 
is irrelevant o the pulse of 
everyday life. 
But the times they are 
changing and so is the 
preaching. 
In many parishes across 
Canada and the U.S., clergy 
and laity are grappling with 
this problem. The clergy 
contribute their knowledge of_ 
scripture, doctrine; and 
liturgy and the laity assist 
them to express their message 
in real life terms. 
"We thought we discovered 
a new method .of preaching'" 
said a layman from Montreal: 
"but later we discovered it. 
integrating current events 
into the Sunday sermon. 
The newsletter emphasizes 
the fact that the way of life 
fidvocated by Christ as written 
in scripture, expressed in 
doctrine and celebrated in 
liturgyalso manifests itself to 
contemporary man in the 
events of daily life. "It is the 
daily life aspect hat needs to 
be stressed in preaching 
today", said a successful 
preacher from Vancouver. 
The publishers of Homily 
Hints are optimistic about 
their new, publication. "We 
think it is the sort of positive 
assistance that many of the 
clergy are seeking" said a 
director of the company. 
"Christ was faithful to the 
message of the Old Testament 
but preached the Christian 
way of life by integrating his 
~,message with the events of his 
day . . . a wedding feast, 
tribute to Caesar, a storm. 
Homily Hints is faithful to the 
gawky thing in Canada) is little 
but a rendez.vous for maUng 
squirrels. 
It would take wild horses to 
make me cut them all down, but 
I'm beginning to think that 
perhaps trees are for the birds. 
town of Fernie was named after 
ARE ~/OU TP.,'VlN 
"T' C~ET FI~E~H 
~-_ WITH h~E?r 
V~RY ~Ar~t~ NOT To / 
William Fernie~ adventurer,. 
government official and ml~ier 
who located the immense coal 
deposits of the Crow's Nest 
Pass. Hedied in Victoria in 1921 
at age 84. '.' 
I 1  
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message of scripture, doctrine 
and liturgy but assists the 
was really th~ same method l~[i~he~"to.qiieak in terms'hi 
used by Christ"'. The words today.. ,  a new merit, a best 
andexamplesofChrlst evoked selling beck, p recent'event." 
a response because they ..  - - -hers ~'-" - -  
reflected the life experience of ,: many pr~a~ . s©~ ~u. 
the neonle to whom he ~nnk~ mvowed In scripture, ana 
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.GOV'T  INSPECTED .CANADA CHOICE 
WHOLE ROUND 
STEAK 
• CANADA GOOD 
• .: . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . : . . ;  . . . . .  lb. 
+.  
i 
.GOV'T  iNSPECTED .CANADA CHOICE .CANADA GOOD 
T IMER S 1 Baron of Beef WI.THTENDER . lb .  ,39 
a 
,OOV~T INSPECTED .FRESH "WIEN. ER SALE" ~SLICED COOKED .GOV'T INSPECTED GROUND BEEF. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . : . .~ .69  = BOLK WlEHERSGovT, . , .<T .  LB. 53 B ~' 
ME ".'WILTSHIRE'" --& P IMENTO ~ 9 8  0 "~lil~0"l'R KE  C T~iH i ;  ~ N  : : :  . ". GOV T INSPECTED A T S  CHICKEN,  P ICKLE  i i i l~i  6OZ.  
.MAC& CHEESE .BOLOGNA . . . . . . . . . . . . .  V PKGS. . . : . i . .  ...... .,~. 59 = SKINLESS WIENERS .... . . . . . . . .  ,LE. P .O 59" ~ 
~ • FOOT LONG WIENERS ~OV'T,NSPECT=D LB, 69 = ' 
Nabob New Pack  48 Oz. T in  
STRAWBERRY JA $ 39 
DOLE-  FANCY . . . . . .  
FRUIT Oooktail. .... .... ..... :.,.,:...2 ,~,:: 61  ° 
MARGARINE : ~: :LB.,Ko 79  c 
SL IM F IT  
PANTI HOSE 
• " . .•  
NIBLETS : 
, , . -  
• " . , .  : . ,  
• . .  . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  PA iR  69' 
K ERNEL OORN ...... 2 53 
KADANA-  ALL  PURPOSE GRIND . . . . .  , . - 
COFFEE . . . .  87: 
OCrE~ N KING P INK SPR ING : ; : "  '"'~S~]~:+~"I~:i:S!<~:'~"I:/•: == ;•:~':.x. ; ;<: !{,t+ii~<]k'i'+%i;"s'~;:{i'~<::;~!Tii~'! •'i 
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BUY BETTER.SAVE MoRE;,,~:,. , . . . . .  . :  ITEMS YOU'LL NEED 
<AP, ,  :TISSUE. - L i i "~ 2: ~:•' " :~"+'" :N  "AssoRTED i 
BATHROOM . . . .  l i F~o i J ]  :~PAPER NAPKINS ...... , . , . , , .  61" 
BICKI -  GARLIC iiO'O~lllLIC I~.I)LSKIE .:~7~,-7: . . . .  'e: '~ ''':'• IUPER:.vAI~u* ' 
gILL PIOKLES:'.;:L/I717;~ioz*:~TR 63~ :~ TEA BAGS, .  . . . . .  :,.,' ........ ,o.. , ,o. 69 ° 
SUPER'VALU INSTANT , ' :~ ..... . ' ,  . . . .  ; ,~t~. :,',~'~ .~ "" " NABOB ' ;:" ; " '+ " 
O01PEE/.  ~:: it:~i;~:~:.. .. ~.<.:~,:, 0 i~ i~8§ : :  .= . '  ,, 0,. ,A,*S , 
,:,.7 ; t . . . . .  ':,...,,-;{~:,7:!~.,.,, ' , / !  ;,,,t : ,  ; ,;,~.:t,L~x-~,~;7 ~ • ' .  ' . .; ,., .-~,., . . . .  , , , . ,  < ,, ,., : ,' ' . .  
Hot o!l..flimberl,r&iWeot'Oroon, - - '  '. :+;"•:~,1' ~" " - ' "  :TA l i~"{"ORAkO'~' :~ IAV~: ' . ; ' :  "• '""; ;  " ' '  , : ,  
" '  ............ ' ..... ' §9  0RYSTALS:; ' 7 B IQKS'  • , ...... ,,0,. • ; . RELISH.. . . , , . . . . . I , ,AR *~ * ; .... . .... " , , ,o , .  o 9 
" " L' ...... " ",: .' ~, : I I  " . °r<l~CJ~i~!,r°n, . , . . .  < !1  . . - r  . . . . .  - .~ ,  - I~! J ! ! i l l l l l lV i i i  . . , 
.i . . . . . . .  ii'01.~. ' :., i l  '•~ ••  ' :" . . . . . .  • ' :  . . . . . .  ' : ' , '  '" ' 
PRtpAREB,~MUSTARD;.:,,,..: . : :  SPAGHE~ t9  e i;'.'. . . . . . . .  ; . .  . . . . . .  5 Lb. BOX 
, • ; .: i.!, , ~"I."~':'.'~'L ' . ' " ' .  :~.!:'..','.~, .' :, , : , , ,! '  ;:-:~'< ; ~ ,  :: " ' . :  .,,:; i ,~'. . . . .  ,",, • , . " '  ~ < ' 
1 
WE i i i : s i l i iVE i~THE , , . . . . , . , •  . . . . . . . . . . . .  TG,  L 
: , ,, .Q , - .A . -T !T I . I I " "  " 
',; ,.,i , , . ,  , ~ . . . . )  ~ , ,. . :{~; '., , : . . ;  
<- i  ~' . . . . . . .  . . . . .  
.GOV'T INSPECTED .FROZEN CUT UP WIENERS GOVT,NSPECT,D 69 '  ' ALL BEEF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I LB. PXG 
SALAD FOWL ,...~<. ........... Lb. 2§ = 
HUNTS 
HUNTS 
TOMATOPASTE: . .  . . .2 ' °z~l '  . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  "n.m ~l i l .  
. : i k~.~s~. , :  . . . . .  : . . . . . .  .<: ..... !~  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
TOMATO SAUOE WITN.ER. 2 ''°z TINS 63 ° 
HUNTS 
TOMATO• SAUOE 14 oz T,N 27 '  
BBQ WIENERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,LE. PKO. 69 • 
I 
iHEALTH & BEAUTY A / D S i  
TABLETS 24s or MIST .SMALL 
DR lSTAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  EACH 99 ° 
PROTEIN 21 - REGUI;AR OR •OiLY'$;.+~ ; . . . . . . .  ~ . ..: .s , 
SHAMPOO ~' " - ,':-~"~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , < . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • .:.. 1oz. RTL: T,59 
SUDDEN BEAUTY - UNSCENTED SUPER REGULAR 
HAIR SPRAY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .ozTiN 97 o 
COLGATE 
TOOTHPASTE . . . . . . . . . . . .  FAM".Y SIZE T9 ° 
WIN! 
A buggy full. of 
Groceries 
To ester, wriie your name, address 
and phone numher on a 
Super-Yah sales slip or entry form 
provided 




DELUXE PIZZA .. . . . . . .  : ...... ,o,.<. 93 ° 
YORK " " 
PEAS FANOY . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,..,o,Y.O 61 ~ 
CARNATION 
FnENOH FRieS ~,.,:,o.~.o 61' 
HONEY DEW 
ORANGE DRINK 2 'ooz 6§"  . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  ," TINS . 
OKANAGAN OKANAGAN 
GREEN OORN 
eeeee l l s  ........ .26 ° Ices • 
CAL IFORNIA  . ~',.'.:" . • :"':)"~ ii } ' :  ~"II:!~:I:::':I:"L"::I" 
~ "~";: . . . . . .  '~ OKANAGAN ...... '" 
;33 ° 'i r i . . . eeAO.e . ' t ,   s13  !79 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lb  . . . . . . . .  ~: 
BY  THE CASE . . . . . . . . . .  " " .. . .  <, 
GREEN 
GRAPES 
• : ' ~  
- : ,  . . . . .  . . : . .  
' :;>~ i ; , ,  7,:':!,,':: '¸  ; ' ,  , : ' ,  •' . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  
' ' • , ~:: ::::::LL ~ /:'.I::,~:•i:/:7;~, L '•,:i:7 :¸ ¸¸  





FB! looks into fish charges 
VANcoUvER (CP)- -  
Federal fisheries authorities 
today were awaiting the results 
of an FBI investigation i to the 
case of an American flshboat 
that escaped Canadian custody 
and fled to Washington State 
with a Canadian patrol boat 
engineer aboard. 
W. R. Hourston, Pacific 
region fisheries director, said it 
had not yet been decided 
whether charges would be laid 
pers appeared in tour( in Sooke 
Tuesday. Leslie Nelson of Seat- 
fie and Donald Stanley White of 
Anacortes, Wash., were each 
fined $1,000 and had their sal. 
mort catches confiscated. Leo 
Linehan of Seattle pleaded not 
guilty and Dan Braostetier was 
remanded without plea. Both 
are scheduled to re-appear in 
court Aug. 24. 
by Canadian authorities. 
The gillnetter My Linda, reg- Forest 
istered under the name of 
James Browne Jr. of Friday f i res  
Harbor, Wash., was one of five . . 
U.S. vessels eized Monday by a 
Canadian patrol vessel for f i sh -dec l in ing  
ing in Canadian waters outh of 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  Heavy 
layoffs of firefighting crews be- 
gan Wednesday s weather con. 
ditions continued to moderate 
throughout British Columbia 
and the number of forest fires 
declined to 382 from 500 only two 
days ago. 
The daily bulletin of the B.C. 
Forest Service said it was 
"cautiously optimistic" that he 
present critical fire situation 
may be coming to an end. 
There were 3,070 men and 233 
bulldozers on the fire lines Wed- 
nesday, with most of them con- 
centrated in the Kamloops and 
Nelson forest districts, in south- 
central and southeastern B.C. 
Six new fires were reported 
overnight in the Kamloops dis- 
trict, most caused by lightning, 
making a total of 182. Cooler 
weather kept the hazard mod. 
crate to high in the Cariboo re- 
gion, but it was still extreme in 
the southern part of the district. 
Nelson district had 120 fires 
burning, 12 new ones. Eleven 
Bonilla Point on Vancouver 
Island. 
Gerry Plotkin, second engin- 
eer on the patrol vessel The 
Atlin Post, was placed aboard 
the My Linda and was to stay 
aboard while it and the other 
four vessels were escorted to 
Sooke, B.C., to be charged. 
The My Linda, however, set 
course for Noah Bay, Wash., 
where it was seized on arrival 
by the U.S. coast guard. Mr. 
Plotkin was returned to Canada 
Tuesday and the FBI took over 
the case. 
The four other gillnetter skip- 
III 
When you 
don't know who 
to turn to . . .  
TURN TO US WITH 
CONFIDENCE were caused by lightning and 
one by children playing with 
matches. Thirty-six soldiers and 
12 four-wheel drive army 
vehicles were being used in the 
battle. 
DISTRICT QUIET 
The large Prince George dis- 
trict in northern B.C. was quiet, 
with 50 fires. Only one sprang up 
since Tuesday. Cloudy and cool 
weather prevailed west of the 
Rockies and in the northeast: 
The fire hazard ranged from " 
moderate to high and was 
lessening. 
No new fires were reported in 
the wet, coastal Prince Rupert 
district. Eleven were still 
burning, with the hazard low to 
MacKAYS J 
moderate. 
HOW TOGET .... " . . . . . .  
BIG MONEY 
OUT OF YOUR HOUSE 
WITHOUT SELLING IT 
Come to Avco Financial 
Services. 
If you own a home, paid for 
or not, you may borrow $2,000 or 
more at Avco based on the 
equity in your home. 
And you can use the money 
any way you want to. 
For home remodelling orother 
improvements.., to refurnish your 
home.., for investments.., you 
name it. 
You'll be surprised how low 
your monthly payments may be. 
And, they can be tailored to fit 
your budget. 
So think about what you Could 
do With big money. Then call us. 
. ~  AVCO 
!:4{ 
:'~i .~, 
 t bdie in)x  , 
0~/!i~;ke Ise . A veh"ei~}-:!:: / . '  
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: MONDAY, AUGUST 23, 19~ 
Geographer N ro private-eye. . . . .  : .: " 
develops takes success calmly .'i 
HOLLYWOOD (APt -- "R '  rating .--for adults new system• RtchardR0undtree, them0vie In five Weeks Shaft pa i~ 
. " : . " screen's first ..Negro private $1.2 million east, In seven, wit 
A Simon Fraser University eye, is taking sudden .openings yet to come in 
' geographer 'is developing a recognition by both whites and. cities, the MGM release hd 
computerized system which will blacks --with attendant please grossed $3,979,000. It's 's tl~ 
give urban planners'a television for autographs : , calmly, second film directed by fame 
• image Of the future. In Shaft, a contemporary still photographer Gordon (Th 
Dr. Tom P~cker, who ex- thriller in the Bogar-Cagney, " Learning Tree)Parks. 
pecta n expedmontal model to Robinson tradition, Roondtree, Critics have called it "A fasi 
be operational.within a year,. 29, plays a tough NewNbrk City moving pleasure" and "a I 
says the system will present sleuth who clashes with the enjoyable, suspenseful who'. ~
planners with a televised map Mafia, black militants and doing-it." . -  
of the area they want to study. • police. Touches of sex, nudity Of Roundtree they've wril 
By using a special light pencil and rough language gave it an .ten: ,'He's a smash". 
directly on the screen, aplanner . . . .  
will be able to find out instantly l l l  
what a freeway, housing project 
or urban renewal will do to the 
city. 
"All the knowledge about the LT¢:J 
city, such as Population, IIIISSIAR CONSTRUCTION commercial areas and tran- • ..,. 
sportation, are stored in the 
computer," Dr. Peueker said. .. "Planners & Builders of Quality Homes" " 
"Thepianner seesamap.with " PHONE MR. A. SCHWAIGER,635-5220 
this information in symbols. 
"If  hewants to find out what a 
freeway v i i ido ,  he simply 
draws in the route and within a 
few seconds the picture changes 
to show', the effect." 
Dr. Peucker is working with 
Dr. Frieder Nake, a computer 




Silver anniversaries are 
usually joyous occasions, with 
all the relatives joining in 
numerous testimonials and 
toasts for a long and happy:life. !: .. 
The niv rsary computer's didn't quite26th come an- off ; ;:~ 
i /  : 
that way. " • • 
The relatives -- in this case 
the computer has become such 
an integral part of everyday life 
it is now taken for granted. Or 
• perhaps it is because by a large 
number of people the computer 
has not yet been fully accepted 
into the family. 
The wizardry of an electronic 
console is hailed when it helps ~ ~ 0 ~ 1  
guide a spaceship to a pinpoint i :: 
landing on the moon. But that ::!~(i : 
unfortunately, is not the 
assaeiation most persons have 
with the computer. It is the one 
• ,e  im, - -na]  __o ,o .  
THE LA TEST "IN" FOR MEN dence- whether it is a billing, .~ : i  .: .mmmm - - .  "~. . - - .  
. . . . .  :'i!!i .subscription or whatever -- ::::. :i: i "  i : ' : : : "  :i::;i which occasionally goes awry  : i .  This s leeveless jacket  and pant  set of Pants  Co. Ltd. of Toronto, the vest  and is most difficult to correct. . . . . . . .  • i . . .  : . . . 
purple orlon crushed corduroy retails for $11.95 and the pants for Whatever the computer's " ' ..: .. :.•"i:. 
welcomes all kinds of shirts. Designed . $12.95.  The set is $24.95. future roles, may be, un- 
• by Graham Calyton for Continental doubtedly its one present ask 
remains one of self- 
.. . .,. justification. Not to those .who 
L=,-,,,O WORLD CANADA IcAr c : : r • ~ "': ' 'program its irritations,, but 'to . those who receive the print-out. 
IN MINERAL EXPORTS MOSCOW (Reuter) - -  The 
Soviet .airline Aeroflot plans to 
The Canadian mineral in- cent gain in production value -- The value of Canada's start regular flights to 
dustry's contribution to the over that ofthepreviousyear, mineral production has grown Australia, New Zealand and 
nation's economic growth is The new total, $5.7 billion for at an annual average rate of South American and African 
due largely to its positiop as the 1970, continued the 12-year 10.5 per eent a year since1968, " countries at present not in- 
' eluded in its regular service, a world's leading expdrter of succession of yearly highs well above the 1960-68 period, top Soviet aviation official said 
minerals. Last year, Canada since 1958. " " " . 
exported more than $5 billion -- Some 31 new mines and The booket explains that the Tuesday. 
worth of raw and semi- mills located from coast to mining industryrealizes that CRASH KILLS SlX .... 
processed metals and coast and in both Territories its activities must relate not NORTHALLERTON, Eng- [[l~I~l,3"[e~ ~/~:s ::~::i!~: '~~i  
minerals which accounted for began production i  1970. only to economic necessities, .. land (APt. --  Six old-age 
about 31 per cent of total -- Ontario was again the  but also to the ideals of en- pensioners were killed Tuesday : : 
Canadian merchandise ex- leading mineral-producing vironmental and social when an excursion bus went out This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor Control 
ports, according to the Mining province accounting for 28.3 responsibilities. For example, of control on a big and crashed Board or by the Government of British Columbia. 
Association of Canada in its percent of total value. Alberta during the pried 1971 to 1975, into a car and a cottage. 
new 60-page edition of the followed with 24.2 per cent; the mining and metallurgical 
booklet "What Mining Means Quebec 13.8 per cent; British industries in Canada are 
to Canada 1971". Columbia 8.6. per, cent; planning to spend between " 
Some other facts: Saskatchewan 6.8 per cent; $400 and $5OO million on the Registration For Terraoe --  The Canadian mineral Newfoundland 6.2 per cent and control and improvement of
.!ndustry surged to a 22 per Manitoba 5.8 per cent. the environment. 
Eyewitness report Sohools . 
...as it haopens Wednesday, September l st, 1971 
ALL  GRADE ONE PUPILS ,  AND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
• PUPILS MEW TO THE AREA,  register at the E lementary 
• School nearest your place of residence, f rom ]0 :00  a .m.  to  
ern equipment and new 3:00 p.m. : 
hings move fast in our resource • . "" 
these days . . . and  so they  " KINDERGARTEN PUPILS (if not previously re 'gisteredin 
ake~er ta inyouhavea  i J une)may register at the following schools: E.T, Kenney  
~ations system that will keep . Pr imary :  Kif i -K'Shan Pr imary Thornhil l  Pr imary,  and 
1 mobile radiot'dephoncs ' ' Parkside Pr imary.  
management can  have first- " '.(-Parents of kindergarten pupils are requested .to not send 
hand reportsofde~ek)pnlenls - . their  chi ldren to school until advised whether they wi l l  be 
as theyh: tppcn  and decisions . : attending the morning or afternoon session.)• 
can be made on the spot. ' . . . , 
Service is available at ' SKEENA JUNIOR SECONDARY.  Registrat ionof  pupils not : 
st rateg ic  po in ts  th roughout  " " " previously attending school in Terrace in Grades 8,and 9and:: / ;  :~ , i 
the prov ince .Ca l lour  - - - :OcCUliationai w i l l  register on September 1st, 2nd and  31;d, ::~ 
marketing department for ' i  " f r0m9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m; Students should br ing with!them :; 
fu l l  in fo rmat ion . .  . ; -~ • card from their previousschool.  
B.C.. TEL C~LEDONI,.A SENI(~R,-sECoNDARY • i Rel~ist~ation.~: of i~, .• : ',.•' 
smnems nor  previously :attending school in,. :..Terrace ~in~ ' .",i ~ 
GradeS !o ,  11 ,  and 12 wi l l  be held o'n August31st to Sei)te'mbei; !. , ", 
3rd inclusive; from 8:30  a .m.*  unt i l  3 .00  p .m.  StUdents should 
bl'ihg Wiff i theni the:renort card from ,thnir r "r~V~l, " " " I 
• . , . . .  . .  . 
/ 




TERRACE HERALD, TERRACE B.C. 
@ HOROSCOPE .... ......... 
. . . . . . . .  1 ' r ' I " By CONSTANCE. SHARPE * : .  
CA~C [~ ~ ~ I d n 
FORECAST.FOR THE YEAR AHEAD 
FOR ALL  READEI~ BORN BETWEEN 
SEPTEMBER~th  and  SEPTEMBER 11th 
:A busy  ga in fu l  year  shou ld 'now l ie  ahead o f  you  - 
espec ia l l y  if  the  serv ices  you  can  o f fe r  o r  supp ly  .fit 
in  w i th  cur rent  needs .  Bus iness  and  proper ty  
t ransact ions  a re  l i ke ly  to  f igure  in  some way .  Any  
fo rm o f  persona l  enterpr i se  appears  to be  
favoured;  but  i f  you  are  employed  i t  mightbe  
unwise  to  change your  job .  Take  care  espec ia l l y  not  
to  i r r i ta te  o r  annoy  super io rs .  T ry  ins tead  to  .work  
hand in  g love  w i th  them.  
I ' : i  




: SUBSTITUTUE TEAl]HERS 
ilo, 88 
Teachers are required for substitute teaching in schools in 
the Terrace area. Write giving part iculars of experieuce, 
cert i f icat ion a~l~l school preference, to: -  
E.C. Stewart, 






January 21 - February 19" 
Be '  sp i r i ted in your 
approaches this week, as well 
as bold with your advertising or 
pablicity¢ since it as as a pace, 
setter that you can shine at 
present. Excellent for romance 
and 'for social affairs too. But 
, do no spend too freely.- 
PiSCES 
February 20 - Marh'20 
A brisk t ime in occupational 
circles. And if you are working 
on price rates, there should be 
opportunity to expand income. 
Excellent for the conjugal life of 
those who are married. But in 
the professional or careeral 
spheres, see that all duties are 
meticulously performed. 
ARIES 
March 21 - April 20 
I 
Wearing sunglasses during 
bright summer  days could help 
you see bet ter  while driving at 
night,  repor ts  the B.C. 
Automobile Association. 
Why? 
Well, sunlight has a bleaching 
effect on the"v isua l  purple," a 
pigment in the eye's retina 
needed for vision in dim lighting 
conditions. The visual purple 
on bright, glaring summer  days 
is 13 per cent lower, on the 
average, than normal. 
Which sunglasses are best~ 
• Accord ing to [he BCAA, 
opthalmologists recommend 
distortion-free gray or green 
lenses, which transmit less than 
25 percent of the available light 
to: the eyes.. 
A further note: neVer~'wear 
sensitizes the rods and cones in sunglasses while driving at 
the eye - thus enabling you to night 
make max imum use of the ~--~---" 
available light. 
Overexposure to sunlight can CENTENNIAL MEMO -- Tbe 
slow the .retina'S ability to .  Alberni Canal .and its two 
restore  this "purp le -power"  similarly named communities 
when it is needed., were named aft'er Don Pedro 
The  BCAA says  that recent- Alberni,  Commander  of the 
medica l  observat ions  hare  Spanish 
shown that lhe night v~sion of expedition 
people not w.earing sunglas.~es " by Eliza. 
At various points along the 
way, the :men s tayed  in fire- 
so ld iers  in the halls wi th ' the f iremen : 
to Nootka in 1790, led. r.. Wh i le  .in .Terrace, the  two 
were guests of.Mr. Joe Onstein;" 
recuperate. Hemisphere. 
They said that the reception They left Thursday morning 
they received was excellent all with their next  def inite 
along the way and that the destination being Montreal. 
people were friendly. The two P.Q.. Good luck and Via Con 
men intend to take up Dins, Amiges! 
permanent  residence in Canada 
after they have returned to their 
native Chile. 
They  intend to bke  it easy 
going home...about two'months. 
Their ear is decorated with 
decals and emblems from most 
of the towns and cities that .they 
have  passed ' through,  and 
am0ng,,their  souvenires are a 
large number of insignia from 
F i re :Departments  of many of~ ;~ 
these cities." " 
. ! . .  
source of profit too. Do not 
gamble on acontract,  however. 
Make sure it is just what yea  
want before you take the plunge 
and strike the bargain. 
enterprise and initiative. A 
prestige project could pay off 
or success may come from an 
overseas  deve lopment ,  or 
through some form of publicity. 
Phone 635-4442 
USE OUR HANDY DRIVE THROUGH WINDOW 
SHIRTS IN BY  10 OUTBY 4 
QPEN 8:30 TO6 p.m. 
~ :'I* 'I '~ I :  ~35,5]*~ 9 ~227 Emerson 
• Opposite Post Office 
M DONLOOK: J E~NS! X:SHiRTS, . ' r "  ' ' ' "  ' ' "  kd L ~'~ ' 'h ' . . . . . . . . . . .  I L ' P I WE.  
y E S T S  ~ . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ALSOI :  " : ' ~ i ,  : r': ;' " ~. ":.~! :''::::' ~:'', ~ '~ '~ ' . . . . . . .  '~ : ' " '  . . . . . .  ~ : ' AUGuST30 '1971 ' :TD: 'SEPT  'i~'~'~ 
' .  ":'~'" i '  ::i:' ' ' sK INNY "sWEATERS : & ":'''':4~:'i(~3'*":: ' . " i~' 
r'll|;ILllltl|ll|ll|llll|lll~Jlll~|~lll(~J/Jl~(~l{)~ll~()l()~J I ' . | - -  . . .  '~ 
" ~ :i ~~~akelsel :: ~  .._.:` . : . ( ) . : :~ : . , : :~ .  " .... .... ' ..... , : 0% Of f  
.~  . .  :.. " ALL  STUDENTS ARE; : INV ITED TO : -' . / ' - :  
RoWSE.AT  :*. ' * !~, , ,~  . . . . . .  .~.~,, ,~ - I H AH O.  ,., : - " " " : : ..... ~"i~'~ ' :*~ .i *~ .... 
,.. . . . .  . ~,~,~'.~" 
::Buik Cleaning 3 A ::::* 
• .Br ing ,  in.  your  O ld  :",,  : Q : I l l  d l~A /%~[~[  " Oh" .Your  ~ . . . . . . . . .  . ~..!~i~,~,.~..~. ~:, ~-L,:,~ ~ , .  
• Je  ns : .andget , : -  . : , . Y . ieVV* . .  v] r ] r . ,  New.Pa i r . :  ' ,  ' t r  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ " % " ~ ' " "" ' . . . . . .  4"] 
' " "  " The  Month ec/al " ' "  . . . . .  * " '  Watch  : H :* .: we,: ill:: on0g am.::Your, NewJeans ; .  :: ~.,: : i SEPTEMBER = i 
.~:~"Fo~:: :$ i ;$0: : .~i . '*have nove l  : hes ;  butterflies::Etc;:put:on:",'}.i:: ::":(i . . . . .  ': ...... ': . . . .  
. .i' oi " : I '" '~ ' "~i!ii ;~ Y:": ' ,-.~-~;~:i~: .... '~ 
/ ~ - - - _  _ -~ -- : - -  = . -..-=, " ~ . , ~ . ~ ; , ~ ~ ~ ~ % ~ i , - ' ~  ~.~:..'::: : • • . personality, in fact. • , 
o • ~ ,: v ~.  ~,,~¢/~ ,,,-~:i~:::,~?!~!~.:,., - -".". ' .... . :  : . ~ ~ l ~  , , , , -~ : . : !~s .~, :~. : :~:~.  ' . : , Cooperators wall lend you a Sweaters 
" : ~ ! < :  '~ '~i. " ' - -  ~ ~. " " . . . .  ::~:~;~:~:.~,~"::"~~!:;~:":'. :' wi l l ing hand, and friends wil l  . • • L IBRA ~ 
~'~ . . . .  i~  , .~ . ' , '  -~:*":~" .... : ~ : res ondtoan  a l September23.October22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ........ .~ . . . . . . . . .  p y ppea yea ma 
~ ~  : / :  ::, . . . . . . .  . choose to make. I f  you are There  may be surprmmg 
' " ' :  " ? , "  ~ ~@ :~:*:'~ ' , r 4 " ' . " ~ :~ engaged in any form of social changes  and perhaps  an @ ' 
~. .  ,:~i~...',,: '"" " . . . .  . service this could be an ideal unexp'eczea opportunity  zo @ . • " . 
' ......... . -' " .... "~i~:l':~'~!:-~ ''~~' . . . .  ~- -  ' -" - week. But  don't make  make a lucky strike. , loelandlc W o o l  t 
THIS OAR TRAVELLED 65,000 mllos - from Chile (with love) to Anohorage. Seo story below, imlmlsivechanges of plan. cOpPeOrtu;o~Yh ft~ r SOcm;atmnaY " 
~ -  41 - .  " ~ " "" TAURUS But make sure  yea  are quite * finlv 
i , /  " ~pr ~ ~ . ~ . @ - -  1~ . 1~ ' Apr i121-May21 c lear  about  your  object ives.  ? Available _ . . . ,  *. , 
rdrt]r . | ,r111 :) -  li lth . Yourcareera lob jeet iveswi l ,  " SCORPIO - : ' 
,'1,.,JV I I ~V ~u.~l l  ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ Z ~ (  ~ j , /~ . , jp r  ~ , ,~ ,  be wel lsuppor.tedbyunderl ings , October23-November21 ' at  , 
. • . . . ' ' ' or oy any orgamsau.ons upon the  probability is you could ~ . 
Two enterprising young men continents in on, o h - | ,  . . . . .  . . . .  , -,~ zuv~ . . . . . . .  car  has smoa . . . .  u me - - - - ]  ' xnana~vr  . . . . uz zvrracv . . . . . . .  wn°'m;Y°~'maynav'e [°rel'Yl'°r so°re with h°me handicraf~ " T-0 n__ Ora-sf ::'f i 
f rom Concepcion Chile came .~t~t~ ~o ,~,~, ,~ Z'-:,~ - . . . . . . . .  P . . . . . .  serwces. A very m~y weez  mr  this week. esoeciallv ff these 
throu-h h~r o ~ ~ - ~  . . . . .  :---.-7, -~ ~.~ . . . . . .  o ~ .u  u.~ remaraamy on  me 65,652 mira unrys~er ,.m. very many nurooses, and if you ,,,,~,~;~o" ~,~,,, J~ , , ,~H, ,  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ u. turn,or ann are now o " " - : . - - -  . . ~...v .... ~ . . . . . . .  v ...... ~. U U  " . . . . . . . . . .  y, . n their trip, and so far they have had 94 The youn men said that the are courh ou will fred a . me ms~ leg m me]r severax- wo,, ~ .~.  ,^ .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  g y ng y activities An element of luck 
,~  ~o~ w , , , - , ,~a~ nac ures, -. ti m h r i "n thousand mile iaunt . . . . . . . . . . .  " ~ . : .  left Chile for the adventure roman c at ~sp e e bu ldi g seems to be with vou and " " • ,~  two auvemurers Have "Trouu le  ' '  • . " • " ' 
with the ~ i  
Roberto Schmidlin and Ariel h~n nn th  . . . .  ,4 ¢~. ~ . . . . . . . . .  . . . They had a good hfe m Chile, up m a very favourable way. 'friends too could be a source of ' . : 
uemncour t  . . . . .  felt ~;oncepclon" on The-- ........ ~.v~. ,u~vu~yca~.  .' car,. ..... every oa","~ the"# saia uuc~--" nave ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  muna cnac I( IS mr  joy. 
~t .o .  ~ ~ . . . . .  ,~  ,~  . . . . . .  _ . .  y spent !we ..months In ktddmgly. The two men stop at more comfortable here than GEMINI 
• .,,. . . . . .  ,,, .~u., . , , . ,  . .~ .  ~ .  Ualilornia a Pnatn ,, t im°  in ,-,--, . . . .  -~ ,~,.,~]o,. .~^-, . . . .  SAGITTARIUS ' • " . , - ,.. ~ : . ,  ,> u~ut~'.'~m,u , ~. . ,~.~,~ uc~l~r=,< mere  Ma 22.June21 Dodge and $2 00 to their name; ~. Chidaffb"and Miami 'and~s,~nt - , - - - ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~- -" " ,, -" • . . . . .  " Y November.23-Deeember 21 
Ori inal l  there  were  four"  • .~ - ,' - ~ * ~mn~-.m~:l~Sy -dnu~.are~glYen,, . A uew ear  in ~niie ,WOUiO . . . . . . . . .  :. ~ ~'< -" . .  "~ . .'-'- " : . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  " 
g , Y . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . " . eight [nontha ia Mpntreql~ ' f~es ~--~t~,andi~heck-uos*~ : ~ I ' ~ ~ t V~I '  n h ~I' * ¢ I limp ~ "~a~ "~ " ,  ' L': "[ ~ ~ ~Set~y.our.  ~pla~... . . . .  ~.~motmn and:'..: ~ . . . . . . .  .~ry tp ~e]zez~e ~mtmtwe ff 
persons on r.ne ~rlp, nul one was • . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  , .  , ,~, o .u  ,m- • or fo  ti "as" ~'~" " . . . .  • • • • . . . . .  • " • v]nta e car  . reach tint f ybu b]ec ves, you ~ant  to ~fake year dreams 
k i l l ed  nn an acc ident  in With only two dollars m their -~  g . . .  . . . .  . . average monthly.wage ts $60 to ,~a . . . .  M ~ . . . . . .  bot,] . . . . .  h~,o ~ . . . .  * o , ,~e  a~ 
' • . . . .  • • . . . .  Tnev sala mac m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ . . . . . .  * . . . . . . . . .  - - - -~ ~. . .~ ,.,.~. , , , . . , . . .  , .op, . . -  ~ = ,uuu., u.u  u so  no[ man o le anne California,. and the other went conectwepocxe¢,t one m]gmask  . . . . . . . . .  mgnways ]n uanaaa'" are  By" ann" ~'new cars  " y-PeBetancourt p luc I~..~ week' forvear  ente~r ises :  - r  not  ouarantee= success, but thev~ t~ August 30-~1 at ~p.m; t 
hack to Chde shortly thereafter., how they suppor ed themselves . . . . . . . .  . • ,, • la re  better than. • . . . .  whether ]n romance or  m other are worth a . A gleaming • • @ the stud that the eo le  g those an thenr mentioned Thew motto ]s We left Chile to see the Well, y p p • . . '  , ,  . . . . .  South American home and tha¢ . . . .  ":'" a f fa i rs  of life. Domest ic  prize may be ~Y/ullview above -@ l IMSTRUCTOR:  " ' 
worla and nere we are , orang me way  were  reany , cnue wtm rove n h " " " ' " [  T::r:YnklK ~ b ------------ _?:e::: :...i i '  . . ,  " • ' . . . . .  - the worst road the en • . pleasure seems guara teed, but your onzon. And if yea have #.  - -  " . They remarked on a T V helpful many,of .whom offered ..__' . . . . . . .  y_. countered . As added souvemrs of tbe|r a~,, ,  ,,~, ~o o - ,p 'h  h . . . . .  ~o ,  ;~ ~on,~ *h . . . .  ,~¢ me,,  
• • " • " " , • ' was In U0llVla. T n e r e .  man [ . • ~"  - "~ • ~" "~ ~-~ - '~-  "- -~  • ~ P-~'~'-  " -~  
interview Wednesday mght. up thenr homes and food to t imes. the had to dr ivewhe~ x .~e~[  ~o~rney, t~y?ave  amidstream ' come. However,. do not stake :*~ Terry  KOl terman • t 
Tney nave  now seen own ~ mem . . . .  ,~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . l~-a* - -~,~.e ,  . . . . . . .  , . .v . , , .u  ' ,Jn,,. ~hi~.t nn ~ eino'l~ th,.nw 0 ¢ ; 
, , .- , mere was no roan ac an. ' Regan of Cal i forn ia  Lorne ~,~,~o ~'.,~'~.:~ . . . . . . . .  "~' . . . . . . . . .  
1 : : 1~ .' Among the hassles along the Greene, Pr ime Minister P ierre ' _ "~J-"~.~'.' _. " . . . . . .  : @ : @ 
.~|1  "11 e~|  ~t '616[~2~[  "i;K'~'ll41 , way, the greates t  was an '  Trudeau and President Nixon. ,~ ._  June zz~u~z:~, , . . . . . .  ' ~, . . . . . . . . .  ~ ( - i. '~ @ 
~. . /~ . .LS .~,~J .~ l ,k .~k .~P~t .~ J .~ .P JL  acc ident  in Cal i forn ia  that  The young adventurers have . ,~ ,o? ,~)~u~-~ . . . .  _~o _ ~,~,~.~, ,  __ 
" " "  " ' , . k i l led one 0"*'t me original "'tea~ built for themselves a mountaln-" you snoum De. la°e" co make uecemoerzz-~anuaryzo,  • Sign up llow .... i
1 i' I I  • • - " ~nhrn;dlin'ond not . . . . . . .  {, o~' ,  of rnomn"~'=~ ~ . o ,a  ~ • ~., money-especml  y if yea show a An  unexpected opportumty to 
nQI"T~[~I~ ~ J l l ~ l ~ r ~ l i ¢ l l . .  . . . . .  ~v;omon~s'ii'~e~.:'~'~.:'."P';". ~ s~ore~o~e'~ex  ""~. " . ' °°~ l itt le enterpr ise .  P leasant  increase your earning capacity, 
J , J~ l lS l ,• ,~, / .1 .  v J~ i~ iK J J [ J L  / *  , theotherwenntZb:cUk~PLm,  l:.ancl this ~aunt acros~)et~:nce~rom changes eem on the way, anda  perhaps. But it might also at  Tooo  Craf ts  ......... [ 
o ~nue co J western • visit - or a visitor -may be a depend Upon your own :~.'~.:: .:* ~ ' 
LEO ~ 
July 23- August 22 ~ - - - - - - - - - - -  -~- - -  
y® were prop e an : THE NEW FALL 8 wINTER : excursion of some k ind  this " : 
week, the probability is year ~ 2 M00ALL  matr imon ia l  par tner  would 
we lcome the proposal  and ' S 
would accept with alacrity. And P 
you may .even be. able to . NEEDLEWORK & @RAFTS combine  bus iness  • ith 
pleasure. But don't ci,-.lge 
plans once yea have reached 
agreement. 
• • 4 ~?. ~ $ ~q~ recommend VIRGO 
August23- September 22 ; e la  pi Woel 
The better the service you can le ndio Lo : 
alter, the better is likely to be • 
• the f inanc ia l  reward  or 
renumeration. This is a week ; Wa ho.'s 
when yea may have extra for rm Pono 
abi l i ty to put on charm and ; and Fashionable Fringed make yoursel f  agreeable .  
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Shaman Kitpou leads theway in a Haida war canoe presented to 
his AIgonquain tribe by the local Prince Rupert tribesmen. 
Kitpou spent a few days with local theatre owner Bill Young as 
the two men welcomed Chief Dan George to the area Sunday. 
Kitpou will return the canoe to the National Musem in Ontario. 
TERRACE HERALD, TERRACE B.C. 
demonstration 
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Camping: the  pioneer way 
; ~ . . . .  ' ~ " '  BY CLAUDETTE SANDECKI  
Train to be a 
Applicants are now being Professional training is 
accepted for Terrace's hunter available at the Terrace range 
training course, now that club members 
Local hunters along with received instructor training 
Whenever you register in a 
campground where the 
washrooms are clean and the 
grounds are free of lltter, you 
thank two people -- the 
manager, and the neat campers 
who stayed there before you. 
Because it takes much more 
than the diligent efforts of the 
manager alone to achieve and 
maintain it first class campsite. 
It requires, too, the fullest 
cooperation of every camper. 
How long would a washroom 
look freshly scrubbed if every 
camper fails to brush the gravel 
off his feet before he enters; is 
too laekadaisal to flush the 
toilet; and then leaves ascum of 
whisker stubs and soap around 
Watery deaths 
It 's better to be an 
unclassified rowner than any 
other according l .  statistics 
compiled by the B.C. Safety 
Council. 
Unclassified rownings have 
accounted for only two deaths 
out of a total of 129 drownings 
that have occured in this 
province this year. 
Another interesting statistic 
is that 16 people have drowned 
in their cars (five during July) 
as compared with a total of I0 
when swimming. 
Falling into a body of water is 
the most dangerous of all with 
45 people drowning so far this 
year (12 during July). 
However, the number of 
individuals with swimmhig 
abilities must be increasing 
more rapidly than this 
province's growth rate. Todste 
only 129 people have drowned 
this year compared with 169 
during a corresponding period 
in 1970. 
hunter 
course will be run on a two-night 
a week basis and students must 
pay three dollar fees. 
All applicants must be 12 
the sink bowl? How will the Shouldyourcoml~lalnisprove to 
washroom look by the time 30 or . be valid, the bureau will caution 
40campershavewashedupthat the campsite manager to 
morning? ~' " upgrade his faclHUes or, Hsk 
I'l l tell you how it will look - . losing his" ATA rating. No 
like all those second rate enterpr i s ing  campground 
campsites that tourists are manager  w i l l  ignore "this 
forever complaining about to warning since the absence of 
me. As though I am in a 
position to change things. Sure, 
I sympathize when they tell me 
they paid a ransom for a 
campsite and then the 
washrooms were so filthy they 
couldn't force themselves into 
the shower, though they had 
paidfora shower. I sympathize 
when they describe washroom 
floors littered with crumpled 
paper towels, cobwebs and 
• spiders in the corners, toilets 
that never flush, 'and garbage 
barrels overflowing on to the 
ground. But though upset about 
facilities they have paid for and 
not been able to use, they are 
not upset enough to do anything 
constructive about it. Why 
don't they make a move to 
eliminate the conditions and 
better the prospects for the 
people who may be staying in 
those same campsites next 
year? But they don't. They cry 
to me, but what can I do about 
someone lse's campbground? 
What they should o is complain 
directly to the people who have 
the power to improve the 
situation. 
Who are the people with the 
power to improve the situalion? 
First, there's the manager, or 
whoever took your money at the. 
time you registered. Tell him 
exactly what you '  find 
unacceptable about his 
campsite, whether the 
washbasins need scrubbing, the 
garbage cans need emptying, or 
the toilets need repairing so 
they'll flush.• And don't be 
apologetic. After all you paid 
good money; you have every 
r ight  to get the services 
advertised. You're not getting 
your money's worth if the 
facilities are too dirty or too 
broken to be used. 
the distinctive green and white 
ATA sign Indicates to the 
travel l ing public that his 
campground is below minimum 
government s andards. 
• Thirdly, If you Witness a 
camper breaking rules or 
otherwise behaving in gmanner 
detrimental to (he health or 
comfort of other campers, 
speak up. Suppose you find a 
coup|~ o[ small" children 
sptasnmg Inan open shower and 
the washroom floor. gradually 
being flooded. Don't wait to 
marl your complaint to Victoria. 
Shut off the shower and escort 
the •dripping culprits to their 
parents or to the manager.• You 
will earn the enmity of one 
family and the admiration ofall 
the rest. 
So don't be apathetic. 
Complain about unacceptable 
conditions; praise desirable 
conditions. Andifyou see a slob 
or. a vandal in the act, don't 
hesitate to let him know he is. 
inconveniencing you and all the 
other campers as well as the 
management. 
Albert & MoOaffery 
MONDAY , AUGUST 23, 
Now accepting tenders for tear down, 
removal, and clean-up of warehouse, 
all materials included, 
Warehouse located 
w o I ::' uy   --mnas*'cs soon be subject o the Federal The range has been in years of age or older and can Secondly, follow up with a Government ' s  sa fe ty  operation for years now and register at the sporting goods written complaint to the 
regulations, with the recent addition of an departments at Woolworths, provincial licensing bureau. In 
These regulations include archer's course it offers one of Omineca Sporting and B.C. address youi" letter to :  A I  0 1 
Northwest Sportsman. Tourist Accommodation, Dept. I 
' of Travel Industry, Parliamenf.s ! Deadline for applications is Bldgs., Victoria. Several 4805 Hiway 16 West before the end of September. complaints about a For further details telephone campground will persuade the Phone 635-7 2 54 
Bob Garrett at 635-7438 bureau to send out an inspector 
for an impromptu check. 
¢ 
. . . .  . . :  
) 
professional training and all the finest opportunities for 
applicants must successfully marksmen. 
pass the Conservation and Terrace Rod and Gun 
Outdoor Safety Course before spokesman Bob Garrett has set 
bunting licences can be the next training session for 
obtained. September. The six week 
September 16 will see what is The event will help to 
hoped to be a series, of events publicize the need for more 
perpetrated by the Terrace gymnastic equipment for this 
Gymnastics Association. It will fledgeling club. It will be under 
be an demonstration of .  the sanction o f  the B.~. 
gymnastics put on by local 'Gymnas't ics'bssociation ~nd. 
children who have been training also the Canadian Federation. 
with the club since it started 
here two years ago. Theis santioning means that 
The event will get underway the youngsters who are 
at 7:30 p.m. at Clarence Miehiel advanced in their training will 
School on September 16, and it be able to go on to the bigger 
is hoped that a good crowd will events on a nation-wide basis. 
turn out to see what these The Terrace club is the first 
youngsters have to offer, such club in the North of B.C. 
Good fortune 
,comes in 3's 
N, IT/.S.C.A. results '  
The Northwest Stock Car Plumbing and Heating. 
Association races held last The A Main was won by.  
Sunday August 15 treated the Chuck Byrd in car 44. 
spectators to some fine racing. The mechanics race was won 
The B Trophy Dash was won by Paul Lyshaug in car 8. This 
bycar69. Sponsored by Norm's car is sponsored by Dave's 
Plumbing, the car was driven Plumbing and Heating. 
The Sponsor's Race was won 
by car 69. The ear was driven 
by Norm Smith and wtas 
sponsored by Norm's 
Plumbing. 
The Jamboree race was liken 
by driver Garry Kerr i n Car 8. 
This car is sponsored by Dave's 
Plumbing and Heating. 
X X X X X X  
CENTENNIAL MEMO -- A 
canal inking the headwaters of
the Columbia and Kootenay 
Rivers was completed in 1889 -






by Bill Friesen. l 
the A Trophy Dash was won 
by Dexter Archibald in Car 9. 
This car is sponsored by Millers 
Mens Wear and One-Hour 
Cleanetizing. 
The B he~t was won by Lorne 
Burkett in car 39. The car is 
sponsored by M & M Service. 
Chuck Byrd took Car 44 home 
in first place in the A Heat. 
Chuck and his car were 
sponsored by Skeena Service 
and the Skeena Hotel. 
The B Main was taken by car 
8 driven by Garry Kerr. 
Sponsoring this car is Daves 





Schatia concluded the press 
conference by telling reporters 
he felt negotiations between his 
group and the Vancouver 
Hockey Club were "most 
amicable and carried out on a 
high-level nature". 
ELECTRIC HEATING 
RAINCOATS,  RE@. 2h i  I - . . .  - -  . .  ~ " 
2.50 NOW . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  B0  
. . . .  ' i  " ' - -  e ban=ton  
They say good fortune strikes 
in groups of three. And you 
won't be hearing any 
arguments from Vancouver 
Canucks' general manager Bud 
Poile. 
In this case, it's three as in 
Gevremont, Lalonde and 
Lemieux- the top amateur draft 
selections made by the Canuck 
scouting staff last June in 
Montreal. 
Polls met behind osed doors 
for more than three hours with 
David Schatia and Larry 
Sazant. legal advisors for the 
three graduating 20-year-olds 
from the Montreal Junior 
Canadiens. Polls came out of 
the session with the news each 
player had agreed to terms and 
he later made the 
announcement to a downtown 
press gathering Monday with 
the party of live Montreal 
visitors on hand. 
Jocelyn Guevrem0nt, the 
number one pick a 
defenceman who stands 6'2" 
and weighs 190 pounds - agreed 
to a two-year pact, Robert 
Lalond, 5'5" centre, also signed 
for two seasons while Richard 
Lemieux agreed to a one-year 
agreement. 
Guevremont, captain of the 
Junior Canadlens last  year, 
scored 22 goals and 66 assists in 
60 games. Lalonde was a 59-goal 
scorer in 61 games while 
Lemieux who suffered a knee 
injury) scored 13 times In just 15 
games. 
"These three young fellows 
were all rated by our scouts 
among the top 15 amateurs," 
coach Hal Laycoe pointed out, 
to be able to draft all three." ~|  
Polls said the trio will. be on ! ~' 
handC0me September 13 when ' . . . . . .  : ' 
the Canueks open training camp 
lnCalgary, "The.arrangement." PANTS OR PLAIN " . I IA I~ 
we made withMr. Schatia and i ~,SKIRTS, REG. 1.50. NOW . ' , , 
Sazant was a Mr. good one 'for " 
bothparties," Polle said. ,Our | 
~oqtslntheEastarehlghonal l  | . " i . ,  , ,  , . . . . . . . .  / 
' & " . . . .  r ' ' ' ,  PRICES i th:~i:kids. Theyll.each get a I EFFECTIVE, AUG.  ' 
:...~, ~od !shot i~t: making .:~:,~:~. .. ~: . . . . . . .  .. ~. blg . . . . . . . .  ~ . ~,..: , . . .  , '  ' 23 - ,SEPT .4 .  . '. / 
• • . . . . .  . . . . .  .~ . . . .  ' ; '  " ~i'* ' :* , :  i !  . " ~ . ' : " , ; / i  . . . . .  ; :  ' : j  " '  ' ~ !~' i i? : ,  ~:'~::;? 
more nvt g'-'n s-acep 
• . , . , , ,  '? ' . ' : 
Homes arefor living. Take this home for  example. simply dial the ~tiinfort setting needed to suit each • 
. , From basement tolattic every'bit Of space is being room's activity. ~. • / - i.:' :i' ; : 
: / : i  :. *: usedforliving.That'sbecauseit'sheated electrically. . ' .  .. , ~ ..... , ,  , . i , ,  ~ ;:'-j, ~ , 
.:', ~ . ,  Compact units take up little or no space .Thereare  ~ more  n.v!ng ;space.; m, or.o co.mzort, ~a~es.a. rlO.tOZ ' i" 
• ,.,, , ,^  ;~u'ct-,,~,,,,r ;' i"es no furnace room. Eve-,.,.hich o f '  : sense; qoesn t iu  xou tt dna mat the Cost O~ neating . .. , . , 111" /  . , . . ) • . ;  • . ~ , 
that s ~m ortant w~th electrically m sensible too • , space m being used ; . .  and p , • , .... 
today'sconstruet ioncosts . ,  ' ' , . . . .  . . . . .  ~ : i ? : :  ~ : 
' . . . . . .  ' . : .G ive  us a call, Our Customer Advisory Service will 
. ' i- . Most important, every room is .comfortable - .  just .be happy to discuss your new home plans,Qualif ied 
: the way each individual wants it. That's not ~always . .personnel will recommend equipment sizes, amount; ..... " 
' . 'possible with other heating systemsbecause one .  of,insulation,required, and g iveyou awdt ten  esti,,: ~" ?- 
i '~ ' i.thermostatmustsatisfythedemand~.ofallr00ms.i.i mate :o f  annt la i .e lec t r ie i ty  cos ts ' fo r  hea ' t ing~: , i ,  i,:,>:. 
:i ~' : : With electric.heating ~tou ¢anh'ave'r00m,by-rb0m . CUstomer Advisoyy/:Service ]S'ft~e <~ availilble' ate: ' :i: 
: .  : '  : temperature contml,- -!n thermostatln'everyroom,~ allB.C. Hydroofflces. ,~ ,;:i'~: ,,~/~ , ! i / ,  . ! .~,: :  ,!;,,: :i~i :, ~i ~i: 
• '~ ' / ' :~ : " -• ; .~ ' :~v: , ' / ' ;  ,':;"'•~")'~':.•~".'•,'"i'::'~'~;'r'~/: , '  ~• /~ '% .~/ •<:"  -' , •~ , ~ , • ' ~• ,  ' ,• ~ , ,  • '1~.~, : , '~ ' ,~ ' , : "~,  , ~• ;~/~Y~: , t~ ' :• ' . '~ : , / .  
/ >'.~ :/  " ; ,~ / .  i.i < : ,~~. ' _  : ~.~ ', ' : : .  /> .~/ '  / ~ .... ' ? ' :  '. !~ .... • ......... >%~ , ~- ~,~?:~:C~;,~:I~I'~I~'~:!'!~(/~,'~I~ • >:  
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Wearing the full dress of the Aigonquain Indian and heip promote the Kiwanis airshow by 
medicine man is tribal Shaman ((eacher) Kitpou welcoming airshow visitor Chief Dan George to 
of Ontario. Kitpou always dresses this way and the Tilicum Theatre Sunday night. Chief Dan 
has become internationally known for his flare George's performance in thi~ movie Little Big 
and personality. He visited Terrace last week Man was later viewed. 
M onqu l in Terrace 
Terrace residents this week 
had the rare opportunity to 
meet and speak' with visiting 
Algonquian Shaman, Kitpou. 
Ha]da•war canoe f r~m~,~ ,~,Chief Dan George. 
rmpert trieesmen ",- ;~"~"' : ,~;~'~:z l  "t  o ' " " .~ . . , ,  , .,~T, hroughout K ]p  u s wsR 
While actually~" lodgiii~[~:-~LittleBig [an played nightly at 
overnight in  the~tL~epee Kitpou" Terrace s Tillicum and will " 
was approaohed by Mr. Young. continue to do so, positively Motorists using the section or: 
road in front of Terrace's The Shaman then agreed to 
spend ~i few days in Terrace and 
Tiil icum. Theatre throughout ~helpwelcomevisiting Chief Dan the week were the first to notice 
Kitpou's arrival. > George who flew in for the 
RCMP are still puzzled that 
no accidents occurred in the 
area because the Shaman's 
teepee stood out as ~i major 
tourist attraction.• He pitched 
the teepee on the theatre's roof 
and spent many an hour just 
looking down and waving to 
passers-by. 
Drivers.continually pulled 
over to the roadside and 
pedestrians walked with their 
heads to the air as everyone 
gpzed at the unusual sight• No 
one appeared to be watching 
their own way. The scene was 
sometimes hectic. 
Kitpou came to Terrace after 
a special request from local 
theatre owner Bill Young. 
After finishing official business 
in Prince Rupert Kitpou.was 
ready to drive back to Ottawa. • 
He had been eommissi0ned by' 
, National Museum to receive 
*~ weekend's air show. 
: Mr. Young couldnever ihink 
Of asking the Indian celebrity to 
sleep out on the roof so the 
Young house ~as opened to 
Kitpou during the week. 
"You could never ask for a 
more interesting house guest," 
Mr. Young Said. ~ 
Kitpou's father ~.was tribal 
chief of ihe Algonquain Indians 
in Ontario and through tribal 
custom Kitpou's eldest Son has 
carried on the chieftain's title. 
Kitpou himself is the tribal 
medicine man. The headdress 
he wears is 140 years old and 
has accompanied the Shaman in 
many television and movie 
sereea ppearanc'es: 
The teepee which Kitpou lives 
in comes from annual festivities 
staged: a t  the Calgary 
Stampedeand is also one of the 
original tents used in the picture 
Little BilZ Man, co-starring B.C?  
Old car body  :.' 
days numbered, 
Remember tbose~ ugly 
derelict car bodies that coat 
this regions road and fields? 
Well, their days are " 
numbered. L '  t 
The Regional Dist/'ict or.,' 
Kitimat-Stikine .is going to set  
aside areas, at existing garbage, 
:Dine O ut l  
de]ighting movie goers, until 
final performances are shown 
this week; 
Kitpou is internationally 
known and has persofiaUy 
received acknowledgment f rom 
Royalty, presidents and movie 
stars, 
When asked about the 
simplicity involved witll 
meeting• -Terrace res idents  
Kitpou.swiftly responded. 
"It is the little people in life 
who make you'strong," he said. 
"In our language 'Shaman' 
means :teacher'. My work is 
soley connected 'with the little 
people - th  e people who wish to 
learn." 
CENTENNIAL MEMO -- Major 
General Clement Moody who 
had retired to England aftei ~' 
commanding the Royal 
Engineers and serving /is 
Commissioner of Lands and 
Works for the colony of British.• 
Columbia, died at 
B0urfiemouth, April 28, 1887. 
A lower maiB!and".metal 
.salvage firm has indicated i t '  
will zip through the' region at. 
some future date, and eolleci~ 
them. , : " : :  ?!: - '  
The Salvage f i rm.evidently 
has a portable machine Which 
can compress •these derelicts 
into compact bundles .of, metal • 
and make them'ieconomically 
feasible to ~hip :South for .  
melting and recycling, ; '  ~ . : . .  
The cost ofthe operation to : 
the regional district will be 
approximately rivedollars: 
Pr ior to c6mpression of the 
metal bodies certain elements . 
will have to be removed such as 
whegls, and motor blqcks which 
, tend to splintei;. ~ when :' 
compressed. " ~ "",~'.? - ' , , ' : ! :  
.The action' was 'Initiated 'Sv:' 
Who said this municipality will, 
following the  ri~exU'eouncll 
meeting, follow a similpr course 
-FoSt takeout,  Exotic. meals * 
i:::~::canadl~n'•&~:Chlniise ~!ods::' :')),,1: 
~, '~ Open M0n.  th ru  Sat , :10am; lo  ! am..  
; " - ~ , ~ J " " - -  '~ - -  J __ I J J ~ 1 
,¢  
• Little big .show, :-' 
• ' • BY K IERAEN MaeALLE IsTA IR i~ : .  : L ~ :- I. :~ : : " : L:': : 
• George,, 'rhese,are faet~; :and these facts are dem~astv/ted in  : 
their co-starri,g r oles',in ;the 'movie LITTLE :BIG" IK~N, :- ,  
presently showingat the 'ri"ieum Theatre: ",, ' , ,  .' : • 
• . But .~eir ~]entBlie ~ton]y|n  acting,, but in entertaining: And 
• mere.m a Definite difference. An actor will go before his 
audience.and perform; and portray a role. ,An 'entertainer 
makes hlsaudlence angry, and sa, and happy. ' ,, 
Hoffman's role'shews no less than the incredible turmoil in 
which every person who has ever been young has been in. The 
indecision, the. disbelief in  their elder's ideals,~ the: ~ non- 
understanding of the racial problems that have always'existed. 
• Chief Dan's role'shows the slow, easy way of the older person. 
"Old Lodge Skins" as he wasknown in the movie, was like that. 
He too, did notunderstand what the Inter-racial problem Was, 
and was content tolive and beleft alone. 
Together, these We actors, and entertainers put together what 
is perhaps the best movie I have ever seen, and in doing so, said 
what millions of peeple .have tried to say since the dawn of 
discrimisation..."Wbere's the problem? Why can't people 
forget heir color and get together?' . . . .  
This movie isone whieh every person - white, red, black or 
green should see. I t  will make you think. "~- 
The night that I saw the show, last Thursday, KITPOU, the 
Algonquin Chief, was on .hand to deliver a message. •His 
message was the same thing - LePs get together, without 
fighting, and straighten out this mess. 
Located at the Theatre is a TeePee. It is on the roof of'the 
marquis. This teepee isKitpou's home. He lives in it. It is also 
one of the teepees used on the set of Little Big Man. Part of a lost 
hedtage that some people are trying to bring back. 
It's what we need more of." It's great stuff. ' 
Kitpou spoke in dramatic tones, emphasizing the need for 
peace, and a peaceful solution to the problem. He sang an 
I~dian song, and Went through it in English for the benefit of 
those who couldn't understand the Algonquin wording. A 
dramatic performance, it was a fitting introduction to the 
movie. - : . 
Then follo~;ed two and a quarter hours of fine drama, comedy, 
and message. Actually, the niessage is concealed under the 
pretext of being the'stow of the life of a boy captured by a tribe' 
of 'plains Indians. .* • • • 
Thestory lineis entertaining. The message isrewarding. The 
acting makes it oll w'orthwhile. 
Elsewhere in the acting field, the Terrace Little Theatre has a 
big problem. That problem came about when the Terrace 
• Community Center burned to the ground last week. 
They lost an uncaleulated amount of money in costumes, 
makeup and props. Many of the destroyed props were antiques 
and irreplaceable ~ 
With the expense incurred in taking their play to victoria last 
spring, the dub is now ]eft in a position where it has become 
financially difficult for it to replace these burned items. 
They are asking.the genera] public for assistance - that means 
ff you have period costumes, old clothes in good condition that 
cpuld be made into costumes, old items and knick-knacks and 
other trivia that might be useful to a theatre group, why don't I 
you call Evelyn Dirnback. She's the president of the Terrace 
I Little Theatre, and can be reached at 635-7993. As a final note, ] say again, see Little Big Man. You'll be glad you did. " " ' 
. - . .  
. . . . .  II I I ] I  • li . . . .  I' I I '  e:r  " ~ i ' • i :1 i l i ;  ' ~ ' [ i  
',: :4720 L~kei":::!:• . :i:::: : ; •  : 
LITTLE BIG MaN • : ,  . • - 
: • ADULT iNTDtTAI~INT :' Dusty Hoffman Ohiof Ban George. ,~o.~.~-~!~_.~.,,.,: 
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Totem TV Cent re ' s  
New: Low 
"SALE • % 
PriDes on all OolorTV's in line wit5 exoise Tax Removal 
, -New Low r Prices, but •same old excellent service 
Monday J Tuesday l Wednesday 
10:30 The Friendly Giant 
10:4S Chez Helene 
11:00 Sesame. Street 
12:00 Lunched, Date 
!: 00t~Ar., Dressup 
• 1:30 55 North Maple Sireet 
2:00 What on Eal'th? 
2:30 Death Valley Days$ 
3:00 Take Thirty 
.3:30 Edge of Night 
4:00 Galloplng Gourmet 
4:30 Drop In 
5:00 Rocket Robin Hood 
5:30 Woody •Woodpecker 
6:00 Focus 
6:1S Closing Markets 
6:20 News 
6:40 Gulf OII Weather 
Show 
• 6:47 Sports 
7:00 Ironside. -:. ' 
8:00 The Partridge Family 
6:30 This is the.Law 
9:00 The Bold Ones: 
10:00 Canadian Fashions 
10:30"Averatt Harr iman 
I1:00 National News 
11..22 Viewpoint.," 
11:28 Night FinM ' 
T5uriday 
10:30 Friendly• Giant 
I0:4S Chez Helena 
11:00 Sesame Street 
12:00 Luncheon. Date 
I.:00 Mr,  Dressup 
1:30 55 North Maple Streei 
2:00 D.Oub~e •Exposure • 
2:30 Death Va l leyDays  . 
3:00 Take :ThirtY,'. " ' " 
3:30 Edgeof  Night ;~:~: 
4:00,Galloping ,Gourmet, 
4:30 Bapaqa Splits..,, / . 
5 ~..Abbott a~d C~stello.. v .  ', i~,:, 
5:30Beverly H~ D II es 
,6:0O Resume, . , . . . .  , ,  
d: 15~Cisolng Mark'ets. ~1 ' .~: ":' ~: 
6:20 News" : " ~ 
6:40 Trans Provlnclal 
.'Airlines Weather, Show ' ' 
6:47. SpgrtS .. : " : 
10:30 Friendly Giant 
10.:45 Chez Helene 
11.:00 Sesame Street 
12:00 Luncheon Date 
• i:00 Mr. Dressup 
1:3055 North Maple Street 
-,, 2:00 Double Exposure 
2:30 Death Valley Days 
3:00 Take Thirty 
3:30 Edge of Night 
.•4:00 Galloping Gourmet " 
4:30 Banana Splits . " 
5:00 Dr.ess Rehearsal 1" 'I 
• S:30 Beverly Hillbillies " 
- 6:00 Focus 
6:15 Closing Markets 
6:20 
J~ 
;' News . . . . . .  ;: .':': ~- 
• 6:40 G01f Oil Weather L. - ~ ~; 
., Show 
6:47 Sports 
': '7:00 Andy Griff ith 
7:30 Reach for the TOp J 1 
8:00 it was ~, very good year~!.., 
0:30 T,eiescope - " 
.. 9:00 Men at Law 
10:00 Civlllsatlon 
~11:00 National, News • 
11:22 Viewpoint 
I1:28 .Night Final 
' : l : l i~ The Late Show 
'Co0traband Spain' i 
" :Friday 
10:30;FrlenUly Glant ": " r~:~'4~:*:~ 4 ":  : 
10:45 Chez Helene " : .~,*. : " 
I1:00 Sesame Street 
12:00 Luncheon Dote" ., . 
~1:00 Mr. Dressup ' ,: :~.-,:.. 
.!:30 5S North Maple street:,,'! :i. 
'2:00 Daub e Exposure ;. , , .  ~-,: 
• ~. 2:30 What on Earth? x 
L'''3:00' Take Thirty 
3:30 Edge of Night 
':4;00 Galloping ,Gour mel$ 
~4:30,Orop ,In. ',' '~ '. ~:. ~i 
5'.~• Skippy, ale. Bush, K-anger'00 
5:3o The Beverly HIIIbillles., 
6:00 Focus ' '; ~.:~ .,. 
,6:i5 Closln I' Markets ' -' : ,'~' ;, ::!,: 
6:30 News,  ,: . . . .  :, 
:6:40 Gulf Uii Weather  S how L~.~ " : ' 
6:~17 Sl~or |s 
?:00 Famil~, Affair" f : '  ':~,/i':~.":.":I" ~ 
.1! :45.The i.~at4~,~ 
RCA 25"  CONSULE 
Mad CCB849W Reg. 699.95 
RCA 26" ' *  CONSULE 
i0:30 Friendly. Giant Nod CCB92"aw Reg. 929.00 
10:45 Chez Helene 
11:00 Sesame Street" 
12:00 Luncheon Date : ' :  . . . .  . : . .RCA 26,elCOMSULE 
1:00 A~r. Dressup • 
1:30 55 North Maple.Street , ,  :~  ".:~/~'~Ir'C'C'B~0~ '+ :Reg ,  929,00 
2:00 Double Exposure . . . • 
2:30 Death Valley Days... " 
;3:00 Take Thiri)~ " :: ,, ,.: 
3:30 Edge Of Nlgllt • : ' '  ' ' ' I r " "  :-•:':RCA19~ PORTABLE: :  •-  / :~::: " • - -  
4:00 Galloping Gourriiet ". : . •  ,. : "Nod CTC~i26 " R : ' r leg  . 
599:95 '4:30 Drop;in :~."~'  ' ~-' '"  
5i00 EXpo Baseball-~- . • / . ' ~" 
:1".8:  ~ 4 FOCUS r ' ' ' " ' '~ " ' " '  ~" :' :" I 
0:15 Closing Markets : ' 
. e :~0 News '  " ' r '  ; " '  : . . . .  ' J 
,8:40"Gulf Oil' Weather Sho~.., ': 
9:00.Summe~.Playhouse ' ... , '  :i 
' John ~Goldfarb ':Pleas~,;C0me I 
I I ;4L  V I t . ' lNpUI r l l  • 
11:45 The Late Show ~ : ": ;-: ~:~ / ": 
'The Gambler Wore a Gun' 
Saturday:: : 
• ; .  , : . ;  
!1:00 ~e lor  League Basebal'l: 
" 1 I I r . : . ~ ~ : ' 
: .Plt lLIPS;•:i9~ '.- CONSULATE 
i Mad i laL t0 ;Reg . .T i4 ' . :00  ". w i th  T rade  
SON Y~ 12'~:~PORTABL E
. , ' :  . , ,~ ' :~ . ,~  . . :  ~ :, 
~ONSULE 
' ..;3:00 A Place De 
.,3:30 Klahanle 
; ;4 :00-The  Bug ~unn 
• 7:00 Laurel ~:Hardy.. 
7:301 DreamoFJeonn 
• ,O :00 lsa l~) .  :, : .  ~ ,: 
..:8:30 Update: *: ........ : "" 
~ 9:00 Edgar •Wa lace , 
' " Where ~To ~or~w~fSa i~s  ',
RV'IC E435.4554" • !: LAKEU 
DU o 
B!~,: 
:.., ~'1.'m Countrv;'Cenada ,, ' •. 
: .;;2;DO:PIck &•~h0ol t  " " r 
; ,2=~ Kl le ldolport  , i . "  ; " , : ,  
' :~,3:~ CBC NIw!~ ;'°• , : - :  :' :: :: 
,,.,,4:0o SundaVB6~t,:•, :,.", ' ', -~.~, 
,~..*; ~5:0o MUSIc ~0: SN':,'.,*~.: ' ' ~"~ ", "~ ~<' 
': ';'.$:0o' Plfffls&'Col.:,~ "," ,; ~ .' : ~":'!:~: 
• •y :uu  In~. J r l s /1  Hovers  •• 
: '_9:30 HaWk' 
i;:I0:30 Encouhl:er 1 1' j ' `  " 









During July, unemployment i  British Columbia resumed its 
downward trend with the actual rate declining to 6.2 percent 
from 7.1 'percent in June. Sustained employment growth 
combined with a smaller than usual increase in the labour force 
resulted in the substantial reduction in unemployment. As in" 
June, the youth age group (under 25) once again accounted for 
the largest share of employment gains. Growth in female 
employment continued toexhibit some weakness as the largest 
seasonal employment gains were noted in the male oriented 
primary industries. 
Labour Force and Employment 
Substantial seasonal employment gains in agriculture and 
other primary sectors pushed total employment in British 
Columbia to a record 891,000 in July, an increase of 24, 000 jobs 
(2.8 percent) over last :~mnth, and exceeding the smaller than 
usual growth of t7,000 ( I. 8 percent) in the labour force. 
July is normally the month of peak student participation, and 
this year wasm ,exception with the largest proportion of labour 
force growth occurring in the youth agegroups. In similar vein, 
of the total employment gain in July, over four-fifths (21,000) 
was achieved by the under 25 age group. When compared to 
July of last year, employment was 6.8 percent higher for those 
under 25. 
Although those over 25 recorded only minimal employment 
gains during July, employment for this group was substantially 
higher than one.year ago when conditions were affected by" 
widespread industrial disputes. Total employment of 656,000 
persons in the over 25 age group represented a gain of 33,000 jobs 
or 5.3 percent over the year, numerically more than double the 
employment gain achieved by the under 25 age group. 
As most of the June to July employment growth was 
concentrated in the goods producing sectors uch as agriculture 
and construction, employment gains were notably better for 
men than women. The same holds true on a year-to-year 
compaAson as employment in these sectors is muc improved 
over July 1970 
As most of the June to July employment growth was 
concentrated in the goods producing sectors uch as agriculture 
and construction, employment gains were notably better for 
men than women. The same holds true on a year-to-year. 
comparison as employment in these sectors is much improved 
over July 1970 when the effects of industrial dispures were still 
evident. As a result, males accounted for almost all of the 
employment gain both during the month and compared toa year 
ago. While retail trade showed some improvement i  July, the 
continued weakness in the overall service producing sector has 
resulted in a lack of job opportunities for women. Female 
employment i  July was only 1.4 percent higher than one year 
ago, while male employment recorded again of 7.8 percent. 
Unemployment 
There was a marked improvement in British Columbia's 
unemployment si uation during July, following the unusual 
interruption of the downward trend recorded in June. The 
actual unemployment ra e fell to 6.2 percent from 7.1 percent in 
the previous month. A substantial drop in the teenage rate of 
unemployment was the major factor contributing to a decline of 
almost one full percentage point in the overall unemployment 
rate. The actual number of persons unemployed was reduced by 
7,000 to 59,000 in July. 
Normally, male unemployment rates exceed the female rates 
of unemployment. However, slow employment growth in the 
service sector has produced steadily rising unemployment ra es 
for females throughout 1971 and in July actually pushed the 
female unemployment rate above that for males. 
For Canada, the actual rate of unemployment declined from 
6.2 to 5.7 percent, while the seasonally adjusted rate dropped 
fractionally from 6.4 to 6.3 percent. 
The seasonally adjusted rate for British Columbia remained 
unchanged from last month at 7.3 percent.-:For the.Atlantic 
Region the seasonally adjusted rate increased to 9.4 percent, 
while Quebec and the Prairies increased to 6.6 percent and 4.7 
percent respectively. In Ontario the seasonally adjusted rate 
dropped appreciably from 5.1 to 4.6 percent. 
TERRACE HERALD, TERRACE B.C. 
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It's good weather - for geese.,. 
t 
Regional government" development 
expect any assistance for at 
least two years because of the 
complex federal provincial 
mechanism which regulates 
these studies. 
Department of Recreation 
and Conservation: Met first 
with Mr. I.L. (Zeke) Withicr, 
who is the Biologist in charge of 
fish habitat protection and very 
interested in pollution and 
pollution control, in particular 
as it relates to industrial 
development. 
By mid September hehopes to 
be able to devote some time to 
our region• 
The Regional directors 
decided at a meeting in Stewart, 
July 14th, to incorporate the 
services as part of next .years 
conservation study) 
Mr. J. (Jake) N. Masselink, 
who is the Parks System 
sewage disposal permit was 
obtained. Mr. Williams is 
looking into the possibility of 
including this in the general 
regulations under the proposed 
Provincial Building Cede to be 
implemented in January of next 
year. He will be writing me with 
his suggestions and 
recommendations later this 
month. 
2) Special use 'permits for 
construction and resource 
development camps are being 
considered along with 
regulations for garbage tc. 
3) A.R.D.A. Study 
recommends that we write 
immediately to Mr. J.D. Baird 
the Deputy Minister asking that 
the schedule be amended so that 
our Regional District can be 
part of an early programme. 
His suggestion is that we cannot 
TERRAOE BUS DEPOT 
Since the inception of regional 
government in British 
Columbia seven years ago 
many previously undeveloped 
and unrepresented areas have 
sprung to life. 
Regional districts were 
established to coordinate 
provincial government activity 
and to provide a form of 
government structure for 
unorganized areas said John 
Pousette, Kit imat-Stikinc 
regional secretary-treasurer. 
However since the inception 
of regional districts the matter 
of legislative authority has 
come under the gun. Many 
legislative revisions outlining 
legislative authority have been 
revised. 
Combined with social and 
technological  changes  
governr,:ent executives, both 
provincial and regional, are 
constantly meeting to keep in 
tune wi~h the changes. 
Pous{~tte r cently completed 
a bust,hess visit with various 
provin'cial department officials 
in Victoria. 
In , the  course of his 
discussions the following 
occured: 
A bylaw to prevent 
construction of habitable 
dwellings until a valid permit 
for sewage disposal has been 
obtained and discussed from the 
department of health. 
Municipal Affairs, Mr. J.T. 
Williams, Administrative 
Officer, Housing and Urban 
.Renewal Division. Three ideas 
were discussed: 
I ) First the proposed By-Law 
to prevent construction of 
habitable dwellings until a valid 
CENI'E~NI~L'~'I~I~: ' :  ~'ort ..... 
Simpson, built near the mouth~ 
of the Nass in 1834 became the 
Port Simpson of today. 
wishes, to announce 
that they have moved from 
The Terrace Hotel 
to the Kenney Block 
at 
4602 Lakelse Ave. 
The Phone Number  
remains the same , 
" 636-3686 
Planning Officer, discussed the 
proposed boundaries and type 
of park development for Mount 
Edziza, on the Stikine plateau 
and several other proposals that 
are presently in the works. 'He 
will give •some further 
consideration to our Regional 
problems and expect to have 
some ideas ready for 
presentation "by September or 
October. 
• MONDAY,' AUGUST 23, 19', 
i re : nazara / 'no  
longer. ex t reme. .  , 
The extreme hazardous ' saw o n  ' the  Charlotte 
conditions that existed/n the ••yesterday,. rapidly spreai 
Rupert Forest District he first : thr~gh an estimated I millio 
part of August has decreased to • bd. f to f  felled and bucke 
a moderage hazard in .most timberand logging slash;'It i 
area~... Extreme .-conditions , under,control and being moppe 
could return in a "very short up  by 80 men plus a~larg, 
• time under the right conditions, amount of other fire fightinl 
Ten fires aresfill burning. equipment.. -. 4.. 
• While all. fires now burning .Please remember that eam] 
are presently considered under fir~ are prohibited inall Fores 
control, strong, ~vinds~ coupled Districts, except in the Print 
With warmer weather couldstill Rupert Forest District,- thi 
present problems on some of tl~ ' area'being wedt of. Endak°' -ibee 
,larger fires located in remote ,While some rain has 
areas. "Lightning has been the reported .'in: the Norther~ 
cause of most of our fires this *Regions and the hazard there i
year. rated low, moderate to higl 
hazards still exist in man,. 
The Rupert District .has; had' areas of. this ForesrDistrict, s~ 
214 fires this year, doublethat'of,: once. again, please exercis, 
the same period last year'. :-Fire :cautioh while .working 'o: 
costshave risen to$302~500, also i travelling in th e woods. 
double last years costs. ". : 
In the past week 8 new •fires . 
have been reported. Lightning CENTENNIAL.  "MEMO 
activity in many areas could 
result in more fires showing, up.  
Patrol Planes and Lookouts are 
mainta in ing  constant  
observations as a result of this. 
One new fire started by a ~p0wer toh~ cnnviet~ " 
Arthur E. Kennedy, the third 
go~'ernor f Vancouver Island 
once said there were but two 
classes of people here" 
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• This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor Control Board or by trio Government of B;itish Columbia 
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TERRACE TRAILER COURT 
4600 BLOCK GRAHAM AVE.- TERRACE - PHONE - 636-7773 
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Come and visit us 
We have for your convenience 
-Qu ie t  Treed Location 
-C lose  to Downtown.  Terrace 
• t 
-C lose  to Schools ~r ' " "" " 
- :Landscaped Lots . , : ' 
- Paved Roads and 
,= . ,  • 
- Underground Wir ing-.  ic 
- S t ree f  Lights . . . . .  i : i  ' .: )i: i :" /i:.'/: : :  i : *  
-. Ci y .Sewer,. Water  .and Garbage CollectiOn 
. .  . - . 
WE HAVE SPAOES FOR DOUBLE-WIDE MOBILE HOMES'AYAILABLE/I 
O 
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e cents.a word (MinimUm 20 
'ds) Display classified $1.2S an 
L 
Subscription Rates 
Single Copy 15 cents 
==rly in 
~rly by mail $10 in Canada 
$12 outside Canada 
'horized as~second class mail•by 
Post Office Dept., Ottawa and 
payment of postage in cash. 
- Music, Art,  Dancing , 
isic Instruction: Enroll now for 
~sic instruction in piano, organ, 
:ordian• Northern Music Rentals, 
2 Lazelle Ave., 635.3388. (CTF 
nes J. Kennedy ARCT B.C. 
~istered music teacher has 
.=nings for lessons for the fall 
m. 4633 Loon, 635-$663 (P-lg) 
t -  Persona l  
' :-~" ~ A V A T I  NG 
~ndscaping, backfilling, basement 
~1o lob too small. Phone 635-2812 
~ ys or 635-4035 evenings. (PT.14) 
~rsonal . For a Mrs. Campbell. 
er son Michael Paul wishes to get 
touch with her. 'Write Box 63, 
~r.ks.ville, Vancouver Island, B.C. 
+e you sick ana tired of being s;ck 
~d tired? Let Alcoholic Anonymous 
.Hp you. 
Meetings 
*anons meet every Wed., 8 P.M. 
~eena Valley Group every Thurs., 9 
.M. 
.=trace Family Group every Sat., 9 
.M. 
~eakfast Meeting every Sunday 11 
.M. 
I meetings held in the old Library 
uilding at Kalum and Lakelse Ave. 
For information write Box 5M 
errace, B.C. or Phone'63S.2830 or 
~5.3448. 
on't lel posterity "enloy" :you~ 
icnic. (P-15) ',. . 
•-+ Bus iness :P i~ i  




BER NI NA SEWINGMACH INE~ 
Thompson Bernina n()w 
located in ' 
ELKEN MERCANTILE 
.=St selection, best values in town 
om $59.95 up including free 
ssons. 
23 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
Phone 635-25S2 (CTF~ 
.R . J .  LETOURNEAU 
WATER WELL 
DRILLING 
3 years experience, in 
ommercial, and domestic water 
Nails AI wells screened 'and 
~uaranteed. 
Phone 635.4333 evenings 
~" Wrlte:,R;R. 2 Tel;race 
"TERRACE EXCAVATING [ 
Complete septic system'installea. 
Backhoe work by the hour, orl 
conlract. ' ~. 
For free estimates call 635.3065 
(CTF) 
TV AND APPLIANCE REPAIR " 
~r Yeliable service and ~;epair 
ontact Ron's T.V. and Appliance 
1.5.3179 anytime. (CTF) 
• , ALLAN J.McCOLL 
: NOTARY' PUBLIC ~. 
4646'Lakelse Ave. . 
Phone63S.7282 ,.. - 
Res.635.2662 . , :  
: Terraee,B~C. (CTF) 
TELEVIS ION & ELECTt~0NIc 
SERVICING. ! ~ 
°hone 635.3715. anytlme~ (CTF) 
TONY'SMOBILE  HOME'  : /  
SERVICE &.REPAIRS '"'  
..-..+,.~. : .i- 
Por :Complete instaiia'fioh.;& 
Service 
6locking & Hook.up'all SOl'vices 
Skirting & Porches. &J 
Dlsmanteling ~ " CTE) 
Phone .638.7149 B,¢~;  : Terrace, J 
' i 
WATER WELLS 
,Call your locally owned • 
company 
' ~to serve you belter. 
',All Work guaranteed,: ; ; ' i  
DRILLIN¢ 
Hwy, i6 East" !Terraj 
14-  Business Persona l  
APPLIANCE REPAIRS 
For service to refrigerat61"s, 
freezers; washers, dryers, ranges. 
• Call Bill Webb at 635.2188. (CTF) 
For'your Radio and T.V~ Repairs, 
Phone .635.3630 across from the 
Legion. 
..: . FRED'.sFuRI~IITURE + 
(a divi~,ion ot Fred% Refrigeration) 
(CTF) " ' " . 
For your holidays, hunting or fishing 
• Renta trailer from Hoeft's Rentals 
Ltd., 470.3rd Ave.~ Prince George, 
B.C. (CTF-M) 
PICTURE'FRAMES 
Framing of paintings, pictures, 
photos; certificates, needlepoint etc. 
Ready to hang. 50 frarhe styles to 
choose from. 635-2188. (CTF) • 
J MaKesh0ppinga "FunThing" 
Visit a very interesting and 
different store where you will find 
OLD FASHIONED PERSONAL 
ATTENTION 
For expertadvice on 
HEALTH FOODS 
See Howard and Pegeen in 





No lob too big 
j 32 - Bicyles, Motorcyles 
New Arrivals • 10 speed bicycles, 27" 
Racer. Regular $109.98 Special 
$79.95 
Sears Sales 
230 Dobie St. Phone 635-2414 (P.15) 
33 - For  Sale - M isc ,  
For Sale . 8 track tape player, 
• .speakers and 6 tapes. One 11 x S fl. 
Persian Rug, 1'pole lamp, 1 smoker 
stand, 1 eight day mantel clock. 
Phone 635.7564 (P-14) 
For Sale -+2 duplex lots 80 x 120 on 
Welsh and Loen. 
skid for house moving (large) 
! Fan and' Oilblower 
Phone 63S.8969 (P-|3) 
For Sale . Precast sidewalks, 
concrete patio blocks, different 
shapes and colors, quotes bn laying 
sidewalks. Phone 635.2603 Uplands 
Nursery. (CTF) 
Roll-away cot - $20.00, Tent Heater, 
~0.00, two rubber tree plants, 3 feet 
high - $S.00. Phone 638.7370 after 6 
p.m. (P-13) 
Full line of household goods, piano, 
deep freeze, kitchen, livingroom and 
bedroom suites. Rock saw. All In 
good condition. Phone 635•7663 (P. 
14) 
f "r' No job t0O'small I t  
• Seeyour rbofingspecialist " |1 
" STEVE PARZENTNY. I I  
ROOFING CO. LTD. I I  
"General Roofing (Bonded) II 
• Phone night or day 635-2724 | l  
''?T F) . j j  
17 - Educat iona l  I" 
TRAI  NE ES WANTED 
I.B.M. Keypunch; Computer 
programming.. 
N.C.R. Machine Accounting 
DRAFTING 
Architectural, Mech., Structural 
Our representative will be 
testing in the Terrace area during 
the week of September 6th. For 
appointment write McKay Tech., 
204-S10 West Hastings, 
Vancouver. 
(C.14-3) 
18 - Help Wanted - Male 
• < + +'TIMEKEEPING.F RSTA D 
0 ~Sf R U-C ~O-R . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
+;REQUIRED FOR 
. B.C. VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
TERRACE 
DUTIES: TO instruct pre. 
employment students in. the 
For Sale -, Prefinished plywood. 
Ideal for feature walls• Phone 635. 
5798 (P -13)  
Large Duo.Therm oil heater, 110 gal. 
oil tank and stand. Copper and stove 
pipes. What offers. Phone 635.2927 
after 5 P.m. (P.!.3) 
Wide Oval Tires • F70:14 Belted 
Fiberglass Chev chrome reverse 
wheels, 4 summer tread, 2 winter 
tread studded. Phone 635.6807 [P-13) 
QUALIFICATIONS: Applicants 
should have a working knowledge of 
union agreements, Labour Acts and 
Regulations, payrolls, and payroll 
deduclions, as well as be able to 
develop and maintain warehousing 
and personnel records. Musl be a 
fully qualified Industrial First Aid 
attendant with a minimum of a ,B"  
cerlif icate ("A~"-; certificate 
preferred) and eligible to complete 
the ~ W.C.B. Industrial First Aid 
Instructors course. 
STATUS: This is a. CIvil Service 
position with lhe Division of. 
Tec.hnical and Vocational Services, 
"Department of Education. 
SALARY: Sc@!e.855 per mo. to 1030 
per ran, with reclasslfi(:aJlon to scale, 
93S per ran. and 1125 per mo. on 
,completion of the In.Service 
Tralning Programme. 
Commencement Date Sept. IS, 1971. 
Apply on or betoreAugust 20, 1971 
to: 
Principal t 
B.C. Vocational School . Terrace 
Box 726 
• Terrace, B.C. (CM.13-3) 
20 - Help Wanted 
Female 
Experienced;" Secretary required. 
Apply, ih own handwriting to 
Advertiser, Box 68/, Terrace 
iHerald. Terrace, B.C. (CTF) 
28 : FurnitUre for 'Sale 
For :Sale .- Bedroom suite, Tappen 
Range, frldge,, table and chairs, 
mirrors,. Colonial couch, oann ng 
jars etc~' volkswagon til:es, 
galvanized water tank. Phone 635. 
5981. (P -14)  
Are you Paying too much f.or 
" furniture? If so try our furnffure 
renting plan We rent complete 
household furniture including TV. 
with option to buy. Freds ~urhilu~E 
" 4434 Lakelse Ave,. 635-3630. {CTF)' 
• • USED.VACUU/~ CLBAN ERS - 
Selection of +models' and Prices. . 
Phone 635-S282 Mon~ 9:30 • 11 P.M.: 
Tues. S'00 • 7:00 P.M. (P-13) • ". , 
One 24" G.E. Electric+range •very 
good c0nditlon;... Contact W,C. 
:Engllsl~, 4904~:Graham. Phone 635.' 
s~0s(P-13) , 
13 Bedroom grouping now available 
+.from Fred's. Included are 2 piece 
'chesterfteid,~ S piece, kitchen tab e 
• set, 3 :piece 'bedr0orn" suite.' Priced 
from+S497 Ol;~.+complete w th ~ 8600 
• value i'consul"col~r TV i f rom $997. 
Contd¢1 19redes'! Ful.nlture~ .4434 
Lakelse, Terrace + B C Phone 63=~. 
3630'or' Fi'ed's Refr geratlon Ltd' 
222 CIh/Center, 'Kltiinat, B.C. Phone 
632.3632. t CT F) " 
29 - Musical  I,sJrumer~ts 
+,1'+ Electr c +VOX. dass guitar; 1" 
ACETONE.' amplifier,, has.4 • 12" 
speakers, Rever~b & .Tremelb'.':PFi~e~.~ 
:~S.2t32 after ~ !P~]~)~,~ .~.!..;?:'" i 
• Musical Instrumenls: Piano's" for' 
IIB CKHOE Fo;  H'RE 
I |  Hour or Contract• 
II Reasonable " 
I I  " PHONE 
/ /  635-3617 " i 
(h l r ' F )  ANYT IME 
-34 For' Rent  • M isc .  
For"Rent. Indoor storage space for 
motorcycles,, campers, skidoos, 
boats, pickups, etc. Phone 635.2603 
(CTF) 
3~+ ........ .,+. ••', . . . . . . . . .  ~+~+ .+. , ,, 
Tro.Tarl Kennels 
Expecting one litter of Reglsiered 
Malamute pups on Sept. 21, 1971 and 
one litter of same on October 1st. 
Notice at G.C. Demmitt Store, A & J. 
Market 5008 Agar St., Terrace. 
This notice is faulty. 
H.F. Nedelec 
Telkwa, B.C. Box 185 
)hone 846.5395 (CM-17) 
For Sale• Purebred Beagle 
puppies. Phone 635.4288. (P. 
13) 
Have Gold coloured .male Collie 
available for breeding purposes. 
Phone 635.9973 (STF) 
For Sale. I nine year old Mal'e. Can 
be used foP" saddle or pack. Phone 
635-5614 anytime. (P.13) 
38. Wanted.  Misc. 
LAND WANTED 
Sportsman wishes to buy acreage, 
largeor small suitable for hurtling or 
fishing.. No buildings. Please send 
details and .legal description to C. 
Wood, Box 3S, Station S, Toronto, 
Ont. (C•15} 
Single worklng girl Wentlng to rent 
home or suite. Also wanting to buy 
or rent small plckup or camper. 
Phone 635-6163 or 635•3471 (P-13) 
Wantedto buv good used furniture 
Contact Freds .Furnilure 635•3630. 
(CTF) 
41 - Mach inery  for  Sale 
The following yehicles are offered 
for sale by sealed tender on an "As is 
Where is Basis" 
i only 1965 Volkswagen Sedan,No. 92 
I only 1964 International Pickup No. 
214 
I only 196S international I~lcl~up No. 
217 
f Only 196S GMC Pickup No. 246 
! Only 1965 GMC Pickup No. 247 
I Only 1966 GMC Pickup No. 249 
1 Only 19~6 GMC Pickup No.251 
~O n y.1966 GMC Pickup No. 253 Dnly'1966 GMC Pickup No. 254 
f Only 1964 Internaliona! Pickup 4 x 
4 No. 273 
1 Only 1966 GMC Pickup No. 283 
I Only 1966 GMC Pickup No. 286 
1 Only 19d4rlnternatlonal 1Ton Van 
No. 304 
These unitsmay' now be viewed 
in the Twinriver Timber Limited 
office area. 
A company representative will be 
on hand on Sat. Aug. 21 between the 
hours of 9 a.m. and 11 a.m. 
A l l  tenders to be sent to the 
Attention of A;T. Bishop, Regional 
Controller, Twinriver Timber 
Limited, B0x 1000,Terrace, B.C. 
Acceptance of tenders will close at 
12 noon August 27, 1971 
All sales will be cash and tenders 
are subject Io 5 percent B.C. Tax•. 
Twinriver Rimber Ltd. (C.14-3) 
• 43 - Rooms for  Rent  
Hillside Ledge 
4450 Little Ave. 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping units, 
centrally located, full furnished. 
Reasqnable rates by week or month. 
Non.drinkers only. Phone 635-6611 
(CTF) 
" ~ KALLIM GARDENS 
3 bedroom deluxe apartments 
designed for family living. 
Carpeting, carport  and full 
basement. 
For appoinlment to view Phone 
635-7320 (CTF) 
.KEYSTONE COURT APTS. 
1,2, & 3 bedroom deluxesuites Scott 
Ave. ]Terrace. Swimming pool for 
tenants. 'Phone 635.5224. (CTF I 
OSBORNE GUEST HOUSE. 
Comfortable rooms in quiet 
residenlial area. 2812 Hall Slreet. 
Phone 635.2171. (CTF) 
PLYNN APTS. 
Furnished rooms and furnished 
apts. •Cooking faciiities available. 
Phone 635.6658 CTF) 
Room for rent for gentleman and 
cleaning Up Included. Phone 635- 
2732 (P.14) 
GATEWAY MOTEL  t 
REDUCED RATES ~ ~! 
/~onthly • weekly | I
Dne and two bedroom suites| " 
Phone 635-5405 I 
CTF I 
44 - Room & Board 
Room and board for one working 
man. Phone 625-2321 (CTF) 
47 ( Homes for Rent 
For Rent . 2 bedroom house, full 
basement. Available Sept. 1, 1971 
Phone 63S.6837 from 6 p.m. to8 p.m. 
(C.15-3) 
3 bedroom side by side duplex for 
rent - w.w carpeting in livingroom, 
firepla~=e. Across from Keystone 
Apts. Phone 635-2551 (P-14) 
For Rent ~ 3 bedroom row houses 
with basement. Refrigerators and 
stoves, some with washers and 
dryers. E!ectric heat. Close to 
downtown and schools. Playground 
for children. References required. 
Apply Mrs. Robe Phillips, 
Cedergrove Gardens, 4529 Straume, 
Ste. 12S, Phone 635.3788 (CTF) 
Por Rent . .3  bedroom house, full 
basement. Immediate occupancy. 
Phone 635-6837 (C•14.3) 
For Rent. Large 2 bedroom house 
available Sept. 1, 1971. Phone+635- 
5634 (P-13) 
For Rent . Cabin tot rent . 3707 
Kalum St. Phone 63S.~815 (P -15)  
New 3 bedroom, 2.storey, town 
house apts• Full basement, carportr 
Wanted -One fridgeln good working carpelJng,available Juty 1st, Kalum 
order and reasonably priced Phon, e Gardens, Phone 63S.508S. (CTF) 
~s:ss97:,+(STF) ; . . . 
Furnished Cabins @eekly and 
Wanted • Power generator about monthly rates. Cedars Motel Pho;m 
4,000 watts. Phone 635-7873 or write 
Bo)( 430; .Ten;ace. (PT.20) 
39•. Boats& Engines 
• .,. . ' . , + . 
J ' 'w'~nf~:"Ru.~ou+l ' 
" l  16-18 ft: Covered+ I
I .  ' " glass or alumlnum I 
I' - Phone 638-7173 I : 
: I (PT'20r ' " I" .  
• FOr Sale: River boat.-20 ft. .long'. 
• Also trailer~ Phone 635~6;129. (P-19) 
For>Sale:. 14 ft. Alumlnl0m boat:: 
Brand new. A~;kliig $350.-Phone 63~.. 
232i. (STF) - ' . . + 
'63S•2258. (CTF.3) 
48 ...-+ •Suites for ,Rent 
Large 2 bedroom suite, 6 miles from 
town - New Remo. 
• Phone 635-3864 (P-14) 
F'ol" Rent • 2 bedroom basen~ent 
s01te. 'Frldge and stove ncluded 
"Phone-63S.3050 after 5 P.m. (P.13) 
For Rent .2  bedroom suite, frldge 
• and stove and laundry facilities. No 
Pets- Adults Only. Phone 63S.5456 
,. (p.t6). . 
For Rent. one bedroom furnished 
s.ulte,+ Close In Phone 638-70S7 (P. 13) 
49-  Homes  for Sale 
For Sale- 4 bedroom house with full 
basement, 2 bedrOOms located In 
basement with bathroom facilities. 
Situated on ~/~ acre lot, serviced with 
town water and sewer, includes red 
brick fireplace and electric heat. 
Separate 1 car garage. Full price 
$14,000 Phone 638.6801 (CTF) 
For  Sa le  - Private. 3 bedroom house 
in Terrace on quiet street near 
schools. 3 minutes from downtown. 
• Terms can be arranged. Phone 638- 
7337 '(CTF) 
For Sale. 3 bedroom house for quick 
sale has wall to wall In living room, 
utility room, washer & dryer hook-~ 
up, etc. "Auto. oil furance. Must be 
sold immediately. For more 
information phone days 635-SB41 
Evenings 635-3271 (P-14) 
For Sale: 2 bedroom house, full 
basement divided to two rooms• 
$18,000.00 with $4,000 down. 
Immediate occupancy. Phone 5- 
6837. (C.14•3) 
For Saie: 4 bedroom house electric 
heat, fireplace, requires som'e 
finishing. Will sell for low ,down 
payme.nt and monthly payments of 
approximately $250.00 For 
appointment and information phone 
Kinmat 632.7481. (P.13) 
For Sale: 4 bedroom house, built 
exceptionally strong, full finished 
basement with enclosed garage. 
Almost new. Situated in a quiet 
location. Phone 5.5147 after 6 pro. 
(P.lS) 
51 - Bus iness  Locat ions  
Newly Decorated Office 
Birch panelled walls, wall to wall 
carpet. Electric heat. Large North 
windows. Approx. 900square feel. on 
Lakel~e Ave. Apply Elken 
Mercantile Phone 635.2.552. (CTF.3! 
52- Wanted to Rent 
Wanted to Purchase: 2 or 3 bedroom 
home with basement. Must pass 
VLA specifications. Phone 635.6758 
after 6 p.m. (P - t4 )  
Wanted: Young. reliable couple 
needs small house within walking 
distance of town. Please call 
between 10 a.m . 6 p.m. 635.7717 
(STF} 
For rent • 1 2 business spaces in new 
building 500 sq. ft. & 800 sq. ft. Phone 
635-7985• (CTF) . 
5S - Property for Sale 
Lot on the corner of Cresentview and 
T0ynbee in Thornhill. 
Approximately tS0 x 150. Phone 
,.evenings 6.35~2~51 (P-13) 
Lot Be, Dobie Rd. 107 x 144 ft. 
, Lot $9, Skinner Rd, 76 x 200 ft. 
I $2500: each. $300 down, $50 loaf" 
I montH. Phone 63~-2198 (P-14) " 
| ForSale: One75.x 100ft. Intend 12x 
| 54 ft. Genera Tra or. fenced and 
j landscaped. Asking $14000.00. Phone 
| 5-6726• (CTF) 
FOR SALE.BYOWNER 
Lot in Thornhllh Has' septic tank 
and field on public water supply. 
Has existing concrete foundation. 
Can arrange 100 percent financing 
for approved party. Phone 635-7337 
(CTF) 
For Sale: Propertl/ in the Nass. 
ConTact sl or Bobby Davis, Box 129 
Nass Camp, .Terrace, B.C. (CTF) 
In Thornhill 2V= acres of land. on 
Highway 16. Phone 635.5233 (STF) 
Acreages for sale . 4 & 5 acre 
parcels.just north of Terrace city 
limits. Water available, terms. 
Phone 635.5900 (CTF) 
For Sale in Thornhill. Cleared lot 75 
x 200 ft. on water. Reasonably 
priced Phone 635-2772 after S p.m. 
(P-14) 
5~'~ Business Opportunity 
BUSI N ESS'FOR SALE 
Car rental Agency available with 
or without cars. Price negotiable. 
Ideal business opportunity for young 
eggressive working couplo 
whereupon the wife could handle the 
reservallonsandrontals. Past trend 
has proved that top service creates 
rapid increase in business and 
profit. Many built-In nenonal steady 
accountsalreauy secured for repeat 
business. . Backed by. a+ truly 
successful name. In Car Rentals.- 
Only those sincerely Interested: in 
exchanging hard  work .  for 
rewarding profits need app y. Apply 
Advertiser, Box 693, Terrace 
OmenicaLHerald, Terrace B C. ((~ 
15-3) , ' . . 
57 , Automobi les  ;1  
67" International VF220 Tand*um ':/, 
Dump ~+ : . . . .  . .: 
67.Toyota • • , . ,.. j 
69 GMC Handi.Bus , ' .... :J 
70Che(/C;amper. ' " / ' " I 
65 Rambler, ' . , J 
21 ft ;Cab n Cruiser '+", " i 
69 'Mustang  : . , . ' *", ' C ;:'r F + 
• 66Olds" .  - '  . . . .  ': • '~: / 
Crushing Plant 
• Older sl~i+-converted troiier','+w a+l For Ran, • •+ b~room baseirnent •' En~quIre Skeena Ad|uslet's,lAd.; 4742 
• roomy,38ft~ famllycrulser Read,~ io I (sulle, lu)ly+furnlshed. J FOr Schoo l  +hl+ Lakelse,'Ave. 6,15.22~$. (CTF) " • 
, g0. Includes.marlne ~radlo~, 6 mani ~ Teacher or Nurses,. Avallable Sept.+of • "- " •+ '+ " 
dlnghy, eto. $4,700 Phone 632-7614 "I,,+: Newly decorated, $100' damage I, F0rsele: O n e ~  
'Klllmat. '(P-13) . . . . .  + ' I deposlt. Phone ~IS+310e (P;13) .i r l+.w.v+3 CNC:'exceller}l: c0edltloni:Ail 
, -, , . . , . 
.18'9"' .iSta~:Crafti (HOIIda~ V) 
hardtOp, boa~6S';& 3.9 H,P. Merc. 
Motori; fral|er/Phone ~35.24~2 after 
iS p.m.-(P:16) ~ ,' ~. I "  " .+I:: " 
For Sale. 15 ft, Plbreglass beat with 
7S H.P Chrysler motor and trailer. 
• Fbr" Rent ..: 2. or~ 3 bedrbom : suite ~ 
:unf l rnished.: . .  ' Aak -.' for Mr. 
Sehaperkotter; Krumm Rd; Nn: !, 
Lot.B (CTF) ' ~ " • 
For  Rent • 4 bedroombasement 
suite, wal l  to wall carpeting; trudge 
and stove. Electric heat, Phono 635. 
33~ (.P~.16) r •-., 
• L ' . " " .' .: 
Thl;ee bedroom home on 10mdl: 'T~ 
87 - Automobi les  
126,$00,  $185 McConne l  
1968 Plymouth Sports Fury, 31B cu, 
in. A .T .P .B .P .S , ,  cassette tape 
deck. Buckets. Low mileage, 
Immaculate throughout. Best offer. 
Phone. 635.5872 (CTF) 
For Sale. 1958 Mercury 1 ton. Duals, 
Flat deck with hoist and stock racks. 
Very nice condition. $1250 Phone 
¢15-3769 early mornings or late in 
eve0ings. (PM.13) ' • 
For Sale - 69 5winger 340 4 speed. 
Charger red, black int. good tires, 
positrection, 30,000 miles good 
condition, $2200 Phone 63S.S147 after 
6 p .m.  (P -12)  
"USE D TRUCKS'" 
19~ KW, L923 C-W 25 Ton Columble 
selflesd SV71, 8753B.8341C, SFDM~), 
12 x 24 fires 70 percent, Budd wheels, 
WE270. Hayes Equipment Sales Ltd 
.Phone Prince George, 863-0614, 
Telex 047•584. (C :17-3)  
For Sale - 1968 Chevelle 2 dr. 
hardtop. Phone 635-2716 or 635-5688 
(P -12)  
1970 IHC ~/~ ton P.U.V-8, P.B., P.S. 
deluxe cab with buckets; Will except 
older car or P.U. as trade. 
Financing can be arranged. Phone 
6,15-7493. evenings. (P.14) 
For" Sale: Aluminum Gem lop for 
step side pickup, Phone 635-~07. ( P• 
13) 
69 Chrysler. 2:dr. hard tOp, vinyl 
roof,, power equipped, $2495.00. 
Phone S.4009. (P-14) 
For Sale: 1969 Dodge pickup ~ ton, 
V.8, automatic, 11,500 miles, with 
electric winch, $24000 without winch 
$2000. Carl be seen at 4619 Hillcrest 
or phone 5.5757. (CTF) 
For Sale: 1970 650 BSA Flreblrd. 
Scrambler twin caror. Best offer. 
Phone 635-$021 after 6 p.m. (P.13) 
58 - T ra i le rs  
FORCED SALE 
8 x 20 Homemade trai ler, ideal for 
mobile tool shed. 
1966 Chrysler New Yorker 
1967 Rambler Ambassador 
Phone 635-6595 Days (C-IS) 
For Sale - Caveman 10'6" Ca.~per, 
Excellent condition. RedUced 
price.. Phone R. Skoglund 635.5366 
(C .  (C -16)  " 
lOx 55 2 bedroom.mobile home with 
adjoining heated Ioey shack. 
Situated at No. 45, Timberland 
Trailer Park. Phone 635-3149 tP-20) 
Used Travel Trailer. Mercury lS 
tt. sleeps 5, 3 burner propane s'tove~ 
ice box, sink, lighting 110and 12 volt 
:Asking price $~/.SP,hone 635-~682 (P., 
13)  - • 
FOR SALE • 
1970 • 13' Boler Travel Trailer. 
Propane stove and furnace. Ice box; 
Sleeps four. Weighs only+'l~O Ibs. 
Ideal for small car ,  mirrors 
included. 635-9973. (STF) 
1969 12 x 50 Mobile Home, Excellent 
condition, full skirted with B x 8 jeey 
shack, set up in trailer Park. $6500 
unfurnished. $7200 furnished with 
washer and dryer. Phone 635.7920 
(P.13) 
Lega l  
I DEPARTMENTOF LANDS, 
FORESTS, AND WATER 
RESOURCES 
T IMBER SALE  L ICENCE 
A03606 
• A pubI lc  auct ion.wi l l  be held 
by the  .D is t r ic t  ~ Forester at 
P r lnce  Ruper t ,  . Br i t i sh  
Columbia, not later than 10:30 
a.m. on the 31st daY of August 
1971, fo r  the  purchase of 
Licence A03606" to authorize the 
harvesting of not more than 250 
M cubic feet of t imber for  a one 
(1) .year period. 
Cutting permits to be issued 
under author i ty of this licence 
wi l l  authori+ze cutting on an area 
s i tuated  nor th  >of Indian 
Reserve 2A on Skeena River, 
Range $, Coast Land District, 
w i th in  +the. Skeena Publ ic  
Susta ined Y ie ld  Uni t  in 
accordance with a development 
plan to be subm.iffed by the 
successful tenderer. 
Tenderers  must  be"  the 
operator of a sawmil l  with 
barking and chipping facil it ies 
that is able to utilize logs to a 
four  (4) inch top d iameter .  
Each tenderer wil l  be required 
to submit, proof that the t imber  
to  be authorized fo r  cutting is 
required as a supply to keep: 
their  sawmil l  operating. 
Anyone who is unable to 
attend the auction in person 
may submit  a sealed tender to 
be opened at the hour of auction 
and treated as one bid. 
Further part iculars may be 
obta ined  f rom the Deputy 
Minister  of Forests, Victoria, 
Brit ish Columbia, the District 
Fores ter ,  Pr ince Rupert ,  
Brit ish Columbia, or the Forest 
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ERECTION OF STRLJCTURAL 
STEELWORK 
. For  Sale: "16' Travel' tralle,;, For i 
information phone 5-4305. (P-13L(P- NOTICE T,', " 
13) . . . .  . + + v 
" . J CONTRACTORS 
For Sale: 1969 12 x 56 ft. furnlshedI . . . . . .  ~+ " " 
Perkwood + tr=liler, fully cerpoted.:J c,+.~.l.,4 : +,.,4~.+' ,,,,'=;.b.,4 
" joey shack included. View at N0.39 I .,';~']'~;." "."';'~.,='.~.' ' " ' . "~'~.  
Timberland Trailer Court. Phone J +lenaer tor urlage ~rolect 
635.3735. (P-13.) J NO.673: .. Exchamslk,s  R iver  
- - - - - - - ; -  ~ Bridge Contract No.2 , wil l  be I-or bale: 12 x 52 Glenoale trailer. 2 . . . . . . . .  " ; .  . 
br with t t recelveo ny me MinisTer OT • con re ki then. Large 
finished joey shack and porch. Highways in his office at the 
Phone 635-7493 or 635.6368. (P.14) Par l iament Buildings, Victoria, 
Brit ish Columbia up to 2:00 p.m. 
SOUTH PARK HOLIDAY (Pacif ic Daylight Saving Time) 
TRAILERS&CAMPERS on Thursday the 9th day  of 
(Hitches. mirrorsetc.) September, 1971, and opened in 
public at that t ime and date. 
REEL INN MOBILE HOME The contract ,consists of the 
SALES supply,  fabr i ca t ion ,  •shop 
5506 Hwy. 16 West painting, del ivery and erection 
Terrace, a.c. of 418 tons  of  s t ruc tura l  
• Phone 635.2033 (CTF) steelwork. 
P lans,  spec i f i cat ions ,  and 
Legal', conditions o f . tender  may be 
Lega l  
i / + . ,.,~: 
J+ 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS ,~+:, 
Estates  o f  the "f01iOWi'~lg 
deceased: Siclney HARRIS, 
late of 3699 Os ier  St., 
Vancouver, Nikolal SAWIUK,  
late  of 951 Boundary  Rd.,  
Vancouver ,  Edward  
STAMNES, .  late  o f  610 
Alexander St., Vancouver,  B.C~ 
Credllorr, and others  having 
c la ims against the said estate 
are hereby recluired ' to  send 
lhem 'dlJly verif ied, 1o the 
PUBL IC  TRUSTEE,  ~ 635 
Bur rard  Streel, Vancouver 1, 
B.C.~ before the 24th+ day lot 
September; 1971,+aftei- which 
dale the assels of Ihe said 
Es ta le  w i l l  be d i s l r ibu led ,  
having regard on ly  In  c laims 
Ihathave  been received. 





in nor th  
Both populated and isolated 
areas in Br i t ish Columbia's 
nor th land  have a .garbage 
problem. 
According to regional district 
of  K i t imat -S t ik ine  d i rec tors  
garbage is strewn throughout 
the entire distr ict.  
Current disposal faci l it ies arc 
inadequate, they say. 
However ,  the reg iona l  
districts hands are  tied because 
they. at present, do not have the 
author i ty  to i n t roduce  
l eg i s la t ion  govern ing  the 
disposal of garbage. 
• The regional board w i l l  ask 
the depar tment ;o f  municipal 
a f fa i r s  to ammend,  exist ing 
prov inc ia l  l eg is la t ion  wh ich  
restricts the distr ict 's author ity 
on the matter .  
The reg iona l  d i s t r i c t  has 
urged new legislation to do 
away with the requ i rement  of a 
pub l i c  Vote on the"  issue'  of 
garbag~'d0 'mpd:  ........... ~'+.{+'~ " "" 
,~"~01an showing the  +xi+ting 
garbage• dumps,  legal  and  
illegal, along wi th  the board's 
recommendations Will soon' be  
initiated• - 
• The p lan .wou ld  then +be ~++ 
initiated when the prov inc ia l  : 
government  ammends  current  
legislation. 
The  d i s t r i c t  would then be 
empowered  to  in t roduce  
garbage  disposal  legislation• 
POL ICE  + 
I • 
+ i ,  " 
. . . .  L 
BEAT +++ 
ROYAL CANADIAN I obtained f rom the Provincial to check rear -v iew mi r rors  
MOUNTEDPOL ICE  I Government  + Plan V iewing  before revers ing.  ; , :~  
, ' TENDERS . " 'Room, .  108-s01 West 12th 
, . . . .  Avenue,~ Vancouver  9 ,  British :",, . ,.i ! ,: i .  : :~i+"!:i:~+:;.ii.~." 
Sealed tenders c lear ly  marked Columbia (Teiephone879~7531);, +'Damag e 0~y e i imbed to:+2~ ;i'. 
"Tender~i  ~for .' . Leased  .or+fromthe+ul~dersigned+for.the .Wednesday : :  when},+ '.tW6~.'.,' + 
A( :co ' rnmodat lon  ;+ ' : sha j j . :  be +.'sum pf.fenrdol!E~s ~($1o'i (cheque motorcycles: +.rc0llid~l '::+at ~tl~:.i +~ 
recel~,ed:' by ! the. Undersigned. +' Or. mOney-order.~made payable interseetioD 0fKa lum'and Park / : . ?  
until 2:'00 p.n~., P,~clfic Dayl ight  to the ' Minister. + of '  Finance)+ ' Po]icesay Donald Compton of + 
Saving Tim#, t Oct0b'ei-; L197'1,: ~which isn0t re fundeb e .  . . . . .  Hammer  Avenue aJnd~Gi~rnet ..
for theconstruction ot and lease • Const ruc f i~:~f  th i s  cont rac t  ,Banek,  of G~aham iA,~,enqe: in ++!. 
to the Roy'al Canadian Mount~l  +wi l l  : +cOnf~rm " :  to ~./!:+'the.: Ter rz i~  l~eceived! n~Tcharges~+~  
r~,~ulreme~ts:.bf the apPLicable: L:when::::thei r ! b~es,+ ,n~at ~ and~:' : 
Po l i ce  0f~:office,.garage++ and.  s~ ' t lbns  of.+fhe De partrnent;:of,  resuil~=d/:inah estima~= d $tsOi¢~J" + + l iving ..acCommodation'. a½" the + 
fol lowing location: . " H I .ghway s,` + . G ene l 'a+l :  
:+~: ; .  " , . . . . . . .  • :, Specl+f`Icatlonr~:for,  H ighway ' / , . . .+  ~ ~  , ~. i+.,:+ ~ 
" .~  sm'+ihers, B.C. ' .:' C0nstr~Jctiofi,; .  If. ' the blddei~ 
does not alreadY, have a copy of 
•-Pians,+ :..nS+ructi0ns and fo rms,  these specif icat ions,  one maybe.  . 'i i I`/: .WNYi / . :+ .`  + I`'++ 
fo r .b ldd lngmdy be  obtained ob+alned from+:the Provincial + 
Government .  P.lan V iewing  ~ ' B i k ~  ilii i :: : f rpm (he  0nder'sigr~ed. The.  i : "~f -N I l~: :~ ' I ?~ i  ! ! :, i ." 
Io~est dfl any. tender + shall not i Room,  vanc0uver ;  • Bl'i'tish' : ~;:. i ,, , 
necessar!ly:l~e ~ccepted : '  :Co lumbia ,  :.:or;,': '. f rom the  'I +. :~ ~ : ~ 
:+~+?+.'+" +~.¢Cd++fladdlng Officer, .I i:•"u_n, ,d_e_r_slp.n,e, d' : f°P +the-Si~nn+ of'• + J : . . .  " .. +: .•/ ' ;'.: :, ':+" / '  •.: +:+:.i 
For Sale. new deluxe ~Campar al~cl "(.C-I:J.3)+ ;' '+ ,. 
new Fordpickup for sa e/Sleeps 6 . . . .  • .,+ .,~, 
+:Phone 635-S900 (CTF)  ' ' +/'+ ". • : ;~: '; 
For Sale.. i964. Ford CUstom" S00,: tEN 'PENNIA  
with 352 cu. In.,.motor.and s'lpndSrd; J+ on~ 
transmission.+ eesL'reasonab e ¢~'sh~J" thor, oughfare~ 
~fer. Phone 63.5.5526 afte~ 6 p;n'l; (p; ~i I a !!+r~dbed of 
.+xx  
~'+:'"'!,'"+."""";~ = , : ~ " + ' " . ' " r : l  I " ' " ,+" .  "~' '+,+ ,no  . . : ,s!rongest I +,ii,..+~-+:{?:] 
+ I  +ri.+ any  ::tehder Will, not +J•'l!tlmber •,I rene  •.. homeS';i +l~ulll;: I :/.i; +••+ ~/~':+L i 
ssar l l y  be  ,ac~ided+ .:+" '•,+l I ~er '  40:~ CdocJ, els '+ to+ ~:II~,,~+ l 
":Minister 'o fF inance)  wh ich  iff; J |~sts i by .buiidin 
. . . . . . .  ~rchas~ Br~. ~i=fered~ ........ and W-- t~ i l~ i ione id  ~tem:q  
lendmentS: :are  !;~foi;warded wa i i~i? u,it~i~,~:;~b0t • )~utses;  ~ • an' 
ENTENNIAL~ MEMO ~. In-1~59 J when ilss~ed[~! ~ ~ilion'~;' '2!gg~ie!!,;~ds: ' \~e'l  
one i + of,• •+Victoria s : -ma in  I considered which'~c0ntaih~;'~ad hard'i'wdrk', ha~ ,hm, m+•~i~,;~ : ,~'l 
' ~,++'"" 'P II =~'°+'° ' " ' " '  + :~ I u l  ,•: : /  ~ ? ! :  "ii ,oM=,w, urmge. I.,none e&~.26~' I : : - -~t '~ , 'N" 'y  ¶'4y' w~+Q i ~ , l~ ,c  
. . . . .  ' . . . . . .  ~ ........ . . . . . . .  ;:!+ ' : +~! : if Justice of 
: : : /  
Two cars  backed into each  
• other  in a minor  acc ident  -~ t, 
'occurr ing in a local Hote l  
park ing lot Wednesday.  • " - 
RCMP say no charges  have I 
been set for  dr ivers  Gera lk : : :  
J acku lack  of Usk and Wil fred 
Mait land of K i t imat V i l l age  
af ter  they together  did $100 i 
damage in their  vehicles. 
Jacku lack  ,was dr iving a .1969 .,: '~ 
GMC Panel  and  Mai t land a 1965 
Pont iac  sedan when the incident :" 
occurred. 
Both drivers reportedly failed :, 
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Taste Tells hi-air il B.C, ' • 
Brand. Frozen . :+~ / -  i,..++ 
in tasty tomato sauce .  ~ ~ / i  Granulated " \ 
Beans wi hPork Orange Juice White Sugar 
14 fl. oz tin.. 
•' ".MONDAY, AUGUST 
~+++~i+I~+;/++++:+:? 
.++~, ,+: , , , , , :+ , , ,  Bol air. Frozen 
:+ ii!i Hash Brown 
+:i 
Tree Fresh Flavor 
Concentrated C iii!i .+ 
6 fl. oz tin .......... 6 foB. l ,00 4f.r 80 25.  +.S2,081+ ":i::°:::. 3 foB. 1,0 
M.  I I i~  • Garibaldi Brand With A Sd i  10  o aoaroni  ulnnerec:o=::,°~:.=l),oj Ice Wafers 4D:::idc:ousflavors 11oz. Pkg ...... 2 +89 
. f o l l y  PnwAarec%"::+:o::',":vo..o R 49 ° Ice " Snow Star Brand. . I I I~ - -  U r ~_  ~ i  m Vanilla, Strawberry --14[ pt. n l  qiii 
vq i lp ln l l  ~ l V  w l~ l i~n~i~ for cooldessert. 3oz. pkg. V For wmlWlmia le  Chocolate or Neapolitan ................. V ctn. V~I~ 
' l or Grape. l:r=_mh nnffa, SafewayBrand. All purposeGrind. 890 0ran-A llrenk Iucerne Brand" Serve 9 G A  
i i VV l l  I PV i  I lVV  Contains Colombian Coffees. 1 Lb. Bag I I I IO~ ~'mmim I I I  Chilled 1/2 gallon carton IH  For ~ 
Apple Juice Taste Tells 3 +1.00 Margarine ParkayNo.,quality. 2 .+. 69 Reconstituted 48 oz Tin ......... For Spreads easily .......................... Pkg. 
Casino 65 c White Bread OvenioY 6 +1.01 Tea Bags refreshing pkg. Delicious 100 ............................... , 20 oz. Loaf- sliced ......... For 
Health and Beauty Aids 
T TOooOastte ihioP)e as ! ieTu  ¢~,o:e-::. M:.:t:.::s: ..... 5 9 0 
Bromo Seltzer 
Baby 0ii Joh:,so,,'s 4.$ oz. boflle . . . . . .  
Mouthwash  Listeri,te 6oz. electric ............ 770  
,.oi,,,,.e.o,,,o ..... 97" 
.......... 67 = 
Tomato Ketchup ,%:bo,,,o ........................ 670 Enter the Hi-O - Empress 
Instant Oho.oolate P~:",~;,o,, ................... 95 ° 10 Speed 
Pancake Mix ;~::;o::%% .............. 590 ......... Swedish Bicycle 0oi 
Rover  Foods  AssorledVarieties 2 43  o Full detailsatyourSafewayStore 26 fl. oz ti,,t ............. ; ........... . For 
Paper Towels Scot Assorled Colors, 630 Pkg. of 2 rolls ................ ~ ......... 
Wax Paper Refills c°,,,,o 35= 25" x 100' roll ................. 
Perfex Bleach ~°,,~,.e,,o,,,,.oz ~,. ~ ... .......... :  ....... '1,45 
Empress Apple, 
Fruit Drinks ~;~,"'o:r'Ora?~e. ,:21o.~9C 
i 
Fruit Drinks H,-~ Ora,,1ce, Grape, r 2 Pi~leapple Grapefruit 
Pi~leapple Ora~lge or Florida Pu~lch 49 fl. oz. Ti~l .......... For 
jl k 
Full Cut. Bone In. 
Cut from Top QualityGovernment Inspected " i " 
Canadian Grain Fed Beef. , 
Trimmed before weighing. ' .- " 
Canada Choice, Canada 6cod ......................................... . : . . . : . . . : : . . : . . : . . . . -  "~ m r  "~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ":..Ig, 
P ~ 
...... i Sliced Side Bacon B fC Rb n Canada choice 8 5  c i Lb. Pku ee  ross i cast Governlnentlnspected. Eversweet '66 '  
Canada Good . . . . . . . . . . .  Ib, Beef Sausage ~*,:=',,.":.+'.'.". ... . .... 99 ~ 
: I PRICES EFFECTIVE " , 
. : L "AUgUSt  241h :to 28th: ! i; 
::" I. il~ your friendly .Terrace.SafewaySiore': : /:.":.  ' 
• :: I WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO'LIMIT QUANTITIES, . .... 
t I n c  owmmm a rmammKo ,.,.v.c P:.~.. ........ , . v  Co rage R,,mm-, Fully Cooked . . . . .  ' I , IO  Turbot Fil lets +o,o,,...:..~:.:. .. . ... : .69  = V i i ~ SwiftsLazy Maple Cryovac Halves ........ ::.,:.: .; i...:...,.:: Ib, 
: • ., ~ • n: *. :.~: , ' • .~  o,O,.case ............ ' ' * ,  .... '~  :~i++$i9' 7_11 l )ah fornea  Thompso , r : : : :  : . , .  Apricots ~; ;he .,.: "., :*'" ~'r : ~" : : " '] ::" :': '~I~ I 'P e l  L ' " " 
e !essGrapes "- 
oii 0 S ed + +++~+~ +':'+++++":~ Bulk Carrvt. C.n'.d. No~_,*0.de.:!~i...,.'WL~+.'lU I . .  +.oo+w.:: :a : ao 
' Riber and oard,nai Grapes Green Peppers ?o:;:~,,+;,~:°::.;~.£:~. q 
' Your Ohcioo " Tomatoes  c,,:r,j, Vi,e,,,o: :i ,,: i.::~:~e, .....:.: 49  c 
